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Waiting list option new for fall registration
By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer

Fall registration might be a little
easier this year.
On April 5, registrar John
Mortensen will send students an
announcement that will change how
they register for classes. For fall 2010
registration, beginning April 19, students will be able to utilize a waiting
list for classes that fill up.
With the current
system, students have
to keep checking back,
hoping they catch an open
seat before others do. With
the waiting list, according to the
registrar’s Web site, students
will be informed of an open
seat on a “first-come, firstserve” basis.
Mortensen said the
Blackboard and Access
system has always had the
wait-list feature, but it has
never been used. Most
of the higher education
schools in Utah switched to
the Blackboard and Access
system, yet no one has used
the feature, making USU a
“guinea pig,” he said.
Alex Koldewyn, a USU
student, said the change sounds
more fair, “since it’s the people
who are taking charge and planning
early that get the classes they want.”
Shane Privett, sophomore in
sports medicine, said it will be a good
change for the students at lower levels.
“That gives the students that are
at a lower grade level a chance to get
the classes they need or want to take,
basically right after the purge dates
for classes,” he said.
Koldewyn and Privett were echoed

by Lauren Gardner, a junior, who said
she’s excited that she won’t miss out
on classes she needs.
“It will take away a lot of the stress
of signing up for classes,” she said.
“The way it’s set up now is awful. I’ve
gotten so behind in my classes just
from there not being enough
room in the class when I
needed to sign up.”
After

meeting with
several student
advocacy groups on
campus, including the Student
Academic Senate and Student
Advisory Council, it was decided that
this first-come, first-serve system

would be the most fair to students of
all year levels, but it has caused some
teachers to opt out of the feature.
In an e-mail to Mortensen, Mark
Damen, professor of history and classics, said he’d prefer to have more
control over who gets in his classes.
“My highest priority,” Damen

wrote, “in letting students into a full
class is whether or not the student has
been attending from the first day.”
Damen went on to request that the
wait-list feature, which usually stays
running until after the first week of
classes, be cut off at the first day of
his classes.
“I think it’s a good idea to have
the automated waiting list,” he wrote.
“But to use it, I need to be able to
make it conform to my course
needs.”
Mortensen said
Damen isn’t alone and
that there is an option
to opt out, at least
for undergraduate classes,
where the
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Two big men on campus take on one big pizza

feature is a default once a class is
full. Teachers of graduate classes, on
the other hand, would need to opt in
to use the feature.
In the e-mail Mortensen plans to
send to students, he suggests looking at the online tutorial, found at
www.usu.edu/registrar/waitlisting.
According to the tutorial, the biggest
advantage is that students “will be
notified when a seat becomes available on a first-come, first-served
basis.”
The tutorial goes on to explain,
step by step, how to set up a waitinglist account. Students begin by setting
up their preferred e-mail address, if
they have not already done so. Then,
they will continue to register as usual.
When a class is full, students are
instructed to write down the CRN
number, then add the number to the
“Add Classes Worksheet.”
The screen will
show a “registration
error.” Students will
click “waitlist,” then
“submit changes.” From
there, students can see
classes they are registered
for and those that they are
wait-listing. As seats become
available, due to purges or
drops, those on the wait-list will
begin to be notified in the order
they were signed up. Once a seat
opens, the first name on the list will
receive a message at their preferred
e-mail address. The student will then
have 24 hours to respond to the available seat.
Mortensen said that because USU
is the first university in the state to
try this system, it is still a “work in
progress” but that “we’re going to give
it a try.”
– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu

World champ
performs at
poetry slam
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

ASUSU PRESIDENT TYLER TOLSON AND “WILD” BILL SPROAT had more than their fair share of pizza Thursday in an attempt

to eat a 30-inch pizza at Fox’s Den Pizza in Logan. If the two could eat the entire pizza, they would each receive a free pizza a week for a year. For more pictures and a full story, see page 5. PATRICK ODEN photo
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Two-time Individual World Poetry Slam
Champion Buddy Wakefield said he hopes
those who listened to his Friday performance left with the understanding that
thoughts lead to feelings, which lead to
actions and it is each individual’s responsibility to be in charge of those actions.
Wakefield and Andrea Gibson, a spoken word activist, shared their poetry with
more than 500 attendees as featured guests
in the fourth annual Beat and Slam Poetry
Night. Both artists have had their writings published and have been featured on
a number of media networks. In addition
to Wakefield’s and Gibson’s performance,
USU students and faculty were selected to
share their original poetry as well as published works to kickoff the event.
Poetry about love, lust, hardship and
personal passions were shared by the
poets, and audience members responded
to segments they enjoyed by snapping.
“I want to be the guy who makes
Lindsay Lohan go sober,” senior English
major Chase Casillas said while reciting a
poem he wrote.

- See SLAM, page 4
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ClarifyCorrect
On April 2, The Utah Statesman
printed that the agrigulture department hosted Barnyard Bingo on
the Quad. The event was hosted
by a management group in MGT
3110 to benefit the SEED program
and was assisted by the Animal
Science Club within the College of
Agriculture.
On April 2, The Utah Statesman
printed that the classes offered by
USU to obtain a concealed weapons permit are held at no cost to
students. The classes are offered to
students for $35.

Celebs&People
LOS ANGELES (AP) – First she
was secretly videotaped in the nude.
Now she’s receiving death threats.
At least a dozen e-mails had been
sent to DirecTV
threatening
ESPN reporter
and “Dancing
With the Stars”
contestant Erin
Andrews since
September, her
attorney Marshall ANDREWS
Grossman said.
The messages discuss the case
of Michael David Barrett, who was
sentenced last month to 2.5 years in
federal prison for secretly shooting
nude videos of Andrews, her attorney Marshall Grossman said.

Nat’lBriefs
Series of Baghdad
car bombs kills 31
BAGHDAD (AP) – Police say
the death toll from three car
bombs in Baghdad has reached 31.
Suicide attackers detonated the
bombs within minutes of each
other Sunday. One exploded near
the Iranian embassy, and the two
others went off in an area that
houses several foreign embassies,
including those from Egypt and
Germany.

Earthquake shocks Baja
LOS ANGELES (AP) – Damage reports from the U.S.Mexico border region are growing after a magnitude7.2 earthquake in Baja California that was felt from
Tijuana and Los Angeles to Las Vegas and Phoenix.
The 7.2-magnitude quake struck about 19 miles
southeast of Mexicali, a bustling commerce center on
the Mexican side of the border where trucks carrying goods cross into California. More than 900,000
people live in the greater Mexicali area.
The quake struck at 3:40 p.m. Sunday, but damage also was being reported north of the border.
Calexico Fire Chief Peter Mercado tells KABC-TV
in Los Angeles that there is substantial damage in
the older section of the southeastern California city.
Mercado says there is structural damage and broken
windows, leaking gas lines and damage to the water
system. But he says no injuries have been reported.
Across the border, a parking structure at the
Mexicali city hall has collapsed. Mexicali is a bustling commerce center where trucks carrying goods
cross into California.
It was the largest earthquake in the region in
nearly 18 years and was followed by aftershocks or
distant “triggered” earthquakes on both sides of the
border, said U.S. Geological Survey seismologist Lucy
Jones.
A multistory parking structure collapsed at the
Mexicali city hall but no one was injured, said Baja
California state Civil Protection Director Alfredo
Escobedo.
Other early reports indicated only minor damage, but communication in the region more than 100
miles southeast of Los Angeles is often slow.
“I grabbed my children and said, ‘Let’s go outside,
hurry, hurry!’” said Elizabeth Alvarez, 54, who said
the quake hit as she was getting ready to leave her
house with her children in an eastern Tijuana neighborhood, across the border from San Diego.
Hundreds of people fled Tijuana’s beach fearing
a tsunami, said Capt. Juan Manuel Hernandez, chief
of aquatic rescue at the Tijuana fire department.

STRUCTURAL DAMAGE to the Escomex business school building is shown in this photo after an earthquake
in Mexicali, Mexico, Sunday, April 4. The 7.2-magnitude quake struck at 3:40 p.m. in Baja California, Mexico, about 19
miles southeast of Mexicali, according to the U.S. Geological Survey. AP photo

Tsunami experts quickly reported that no tsunami
was expected along the West Coast, and Hernandez
said the beach filled back up with people within an
hour.
Tijuana Fire Chief Rafael Carillo said firefighters
were rescuing people trapped in an elevator at the
Ticuan Hotel in downtown Tijuana, but mostly were
responding to reports of fallen cables and minor
damage to buildings.

- See QUAKE, page 14

Vatican Easter mass infused with defense of pope

LateNiteHumor
Friday, April 2 - Top 10 Signs Your
Baseball Team Isn’t Ready For The
Season
10. Your spring training begins in
June.
9. Only thing they tested positive for
was cheese fries.
8. Outfielders following Justin
Bieber on tour.
7. Manager spends hour after hour
practicing free throws.
6. You get winded standing for the
National Anthem.
5. When writers compare clean-up
hitter to Ruth, they mean Ruth
Bader Ginsburg.
4. Instead of giving signs, third
base coach screams, “Bunt, you fat
bastard!”
3. Tomorrow whole team scheduled
to undergo Tommy John surgery.
2. General manger used payroll trying to build a hot tub time machine.
1. Your star pitcher defected to
Cuba.

The Crowne Plaza hotel in Mexicali had minor
damage – burst pipes and broken windows – but no
on was hurt, said receptionist Juan Carlos Fernandez.
“There was a little bit of panic,” Fernandez said.
“Wait, it’s trembling again.”
Guests fled their rooms at the Hotel Playa Club

POPE BENEDICT XVI addresses the faithful during the “Urbi et Orbi” (To the
city and the World) message, at the end of the Easter Mass in St. Peter’s square, at
the Vatican, Sunday, April 4. photo courtesy L’Osservatore Romano

VATICAN CITY (AP) – It was the
Catholic calendar’s holiest moment
– the Mass celebrating the resurrection
of Christ. But with Pope Benedict XVI
accused of failing to protect children
from abusive priests, Easter Sunday also
was a high-profile opportunity to play
defense.
“Holy Father, on your side are the
people of God,” Cardinal Angelo Sodano
told the pontiff, whom victims of clergy
sexual abuse accuse of helping to shape
and perpetuate a climate of cover-up.
Sodano, dean of the College of Cardinals,
dismissed those claims as “petty gossip.”

The ringing tribute at the start of a Mass
attended by tens of thousands in St.
Peter’s Square marked an unusual departure from the Vatican’s Easter rituals,
infusing the tradition-steeped religious
ceremony with an air of a papal pep rally.
Dressed in gold robes and shielded
from a cool drizzle by a canopy, Benedict
looked weary during much of the Mass,
the highlight of a heavy Holy Week
schedule. But as he listened intently to
Sodano’s paean, a smile broke across
the pope’s face, and when the cardinal
finished speaking, Benedict rose from

his chair in front of the altar to embrace
him.
The pontiff hasn’t responded to accusations that he did too little to protect
children from pedophile priests, even
as sex abuse scandals threaten to overshadow his papacy.
Sodano’s praise for Benedict as well
as the church’s 400,000 priests worldwide cranked up a vigorous campaign
by the Holy See to counter what it calls
a “vile” smear operation orchestrated by
anti-Vatican media aimed at weakening
the papacy and its moral authority.
Sodano said the faithful came to
“rally close around you, successor to (St.)
Peter, bishop of Rome, the unfailing
rock of the holy church” amid the joy of
Easter.
“We are deeply grateful to you for the
strength of spirit and apostolic courage
with which you announce the Gospel,”
said Sodano, who sought to assure
Benedict that the scandals were not costing him credibility among his flock.
“Holy Father, on your side are the
people of God, who do not allow themselves to be influenced by the petty gossip of the moment, by the trials which
sometimes buffet the community of
believers,” Sodano said.
The cardinal also rushed to the
defense of all the Catholic priests who
“generously serve the people of God, in
parishes, recreation centers, schools, hospitals and many other places, as well as
in the missions in the most remote parts
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of the world.”
Benedict, who turns 83 on April 16,
was holding up well against the campaign of “deceitful accusations” against
him, Venice Cardinal Angelo Scola
said in an interview on Italian state TV
Sunday. Scola said he recently had dined
with the pope, who was drawing on his
“usual spiritual energy.”
Easter Sunday Mass was the last
major Holy Week appearance by the
pope in Rome for the thousands of faithful who have poured into the city. On
Monday, he will greet pilgrims in the
courtyard of the papal retreat in Castel
Gandolfo, a lakeside town in the Alban
Hills south of Rome.
Worshippers cheered Benedict at the
end of Sunday’s two-hour-long Mass in
the cobblestone square bedecked with
daffodils, tulips and azaleas.
After the Mass, Benedict moved to
the central balcony of St. Peter’s Basilica
to deliver his “Urbi et Orbi” message
– Latin for “to the city and to the world”
– which analyzes humanity’s failings and
hopes.
He singled out the “trials and sufferings,” including persecution and even
death, of Christians in Iraq and Pakistan,
and of people in Haiti and Chile, devastated by earthquakes. He hoped for
peaceful coexistence to win out over
criminal violence in Latin American
countries plagued by drug trafficking,
and promised to pray for peace in the
Middle East.
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Math and origami are connected, engineer says Briefs
Campus & Community

By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer

Math and origami often go handin-hand, said Robert Lang, engineer
and origami artist.
Lang spoke to a full auditorium
in the Eccles Science and Learning
Center Friday, April 2. His presentation, titled “From Flapping Birds
to Space Telescopes: The Modern
Science of Origami,” was met with
many ooh’s and ahh’s, as Lang
showed pictures of his many creations.
He began his presentation by
going through the history of origami,
defining it as the art of “Japanese
paper-folding.” Lang showed the
audience an image from 1734, which
showed several origami figures,
including an origami crane, boat and
cube. Though the exact date of origin
for the art is unknown, he said one of
the earliest references to origami was
“orisue,” or origami butterflies, in
1680. Lang explained that what really
makes something origami is when the
primary shaping comes from folding.
Lang said one of the first things
that caused a shift in origami was

an artist, Yoshizawa, who invented
the “common language of origami
and how to fold.” Yoshizawa identified different lines to mean different folds, either the mountain fold,
shown as solid lines; or the valley
fold, shown as dotted lines.
The next big shift, Lang said, is
when math came into the origami
scene. He said people “began applying mathmatical principles to origami,” which took it past the realm
of the cootie-catcher. Lang said that
“crease patterns” define an origami
design today. Though crease patterns
can get incredibly intricate, Lang said
the simplicity lies in the fact that they
still only use two folds – mountain or
valley.
The crease patterns, Lang
PARTICIPANTS LEARN how to fold a traditional origami swan Friday.
explained, follow four rules. He said
Engineer and origami artist Robert Lang explained connections between math and
origami as part of the Science Unwrapped series. STEVE SELLERS photo
the rules are surprisingly simple.
“You might think the rules of orithe same color touching.
angles in the circle up to six and add
gami must be in this big, thick book
Next,
at
any
point
where
a
bunch
all the odd numbered angles or even
you can only see after years of study,”
of
fold
lines
come
together
on
a
patnumbered angles, and they have to
he said. “It’s not like that at all.”
tern,
the
difference
between
the
numequal a straight line.
First, a pattern must follow the
ber of mountain folds and valley folds
Finally, a pattern can’t call for a
two-colorability rule, which states
has
to
be
two,
whether
it’s
two
more
sheet
of paper cut through another.
that if one were to color all regions of
or
two
fewer.
the crease pattern, it would only take
After that, look at any plane on
two colors to fill all regions without
- See MATH, page 4
the crease pattern and number the

Three Aggies 2010 Goldwater honorees
Since his arrival at USU, the physics major has
By MARY-ANN MUFFOLETTO
immersed
himself in research of neutral-particle
College of Science
sensors at Space Dynamics Laboratory (SDL). He
was actively involved SDL’s testing of the NASA
Two USU students are 2010 Goldwater
and Naval Research Laboratory-designed Wind
Scholars and one Aggie received honorable menand Temperature Spectrometer, which measures
tion. Goldwater Scholars is a prestigious national
thermospheric neutral wind properties.
competition established by Congress that recogFollowing graduation from USU in 2011, Fenn
nizes outstanding undergraduate achievements
plans
to pursue doctoral studies in physics and a
in science and mathematics.
possible career in the computer electronics indusDaniel Fenn and Justin Koeln are recipients
try.
of the award, which is administered by the Barry
Koeln, a mechanical and aerospace engineerM. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in
ing
major, is a 2007 graduate of Maryland’s
Education Foundation, and Robert Call received
Poolesville High School. Upon his arrival at USU,
ROBERT CALL, left, is a 2010 Goldwater honorhonorable mention. With this year’s honorees,
Koeln immediately joined the Get Away Special
USU boasts 15 Goldwater Scholars and six honor- able mention. Daniel Fenn, center, and Justin Koeln,
right,
are
2010
Goldwater
Scholars.
photo
courtesy
of
the
space research team and has since racked up an
able mention recipients since 1998.
College of Science
impressive list of space research achievements.
“This is a great honor for these students and
College of Science and College of Engineering, are His work on the GAS team’s pico-satellite project
a great honor for Utah State University,” USU
honed his skills in design and construction and
actively involved in undergraduate, space-related
President Stan Albrecht said. “This award is a
led to continued CubeSat research opportunities
research.
testament to the stellar achievements of these
with USU’s Space Dynamics Laboratory.
A Tremonton native, Fenn is a 2004 graduate
individuals in academics and research, as well as
of Bear River High School. He earned a National
the outstanding mentorship provided by our facMerit Scholarship and was also awarded a USU
ulty members.”
- See GOLD, page 4
Presidential Scholarship.
The 2010 honorees, who represent USU’s

PoliceBlotter

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

Saturday, March 27

Tuesday, March 30

Wednesday, March 31

• USU Police responded to the emergency phone
near the Fine Arts building. Police determined
the phone was having technical difficulties. Police
advised electronics of the problem.

• USU Police responded to the soccer field north
of Mountain View Tower for a report of some students taking a stop sign. The stop sign was lying on
the ground. The students left the sign where they
found it. No further action was taken by police.

• USU Police was dispatched to an animal problem. A cow was running around the Quad. The animal was captured and returned to its owner.

• USU Police responded to a let-in at the Stan Laub
Training Center where several USU athletes were
unable to get into the building with their key.
Police filed a work order for Facilities to fix the
lock.
• USU Police responded to Old Main for an emergency elevator alarm. Upon arrival, officers were
unable to locate anyone in need of police assistance. The alarm was reset.
• USU Police assisted a resident adviser at Aggie
Village on educating a family about where their
children could play when they are outside. This
was done for the welfare of the children, due to
them playing on the main sidewalk.
Sunday, March 28
• USU Police assisted North Logan Police with
searching an abandoned house for individuals trespassing. Police searched the house but were unable
to locate any individuals.
• USU Police assisted Logan City Police with some
individuals who were possibly stealing items from
vehicles. Police located the two suspects still in the
area. Police arrested one individual for the larceny
from a vehicle as well as other offenses.
• USU Police assisted a student with two flat tires
in Aggie Terrace. Someone had let the air out
of both tires and left the valve stem caps on the
ground near by. Police are investigating.
Monday, March 29
• USU Police was asked to keep the peace while an
individual collected some of her belongings from
an old roommate.
• Police investigated a report of fraudulent use of a
debit card. Upon further investigation, it was determined that a roommate used another roommate’s
debit card without authorization. Charges are
pending at this time.

• USU Police responded to a medical call in the Ray
B West building. A student had passed out during
class. The student was evaluated and released on
scene by Logan City Fire Paramedics.
• USU Police responded to a utility problem where
a power pole was blown over in the wind on USU
property near Green Canyon. USU High Voltage
was called to respond and mitigate the downed
power pole and line. There was no fire or problems
threatening life or property at the time. Police
cleared before USU High Voltage finished with the
problem.
• USU Police were called to the east side of Bullen
Hall where some drug paraphernalia was found
outside the building.
• USU Police responded to a report of several
females taking a construction sign from the roadway into their apartment building. Police responded and located the females in an apartment with
the sign. The students were told to return the sign
immediately.
• USU Police responded to the new USTAR building on a report of an individual having a seizure.
The person was transported to the hospital by
ambulance.
• USU Police responded to a report of property
damage at the Moen Hall parking lot. A vehicle
parked in the parking lot had a broken windshield.
It was determined that the most likely cause of the
broken windshield was a small pebble hitting the
windshield during a high wind storm.
• USU Police responded to the Aggie Parking
Terrace for a report of some tires that were flattened on a vehicle. Photographs were taken and a
report was filed with USU Police.

• Complainant called USU Police wanting to report
some harassment problem. Complainant was
referred to Logan City Police because the problem
happened in their jurisdiction. No further action
was taken.
• Police responded to building C of the Living
Learning Center on a fire alarm. The alarm was
activated by a grease fire that occurred in the
kitchen area. A resident left cooking grease heating
on the stove, which ignited when she left the area.
Estimated damage is pending.
• USU Police received a delayed report of a hitand-run accident that took place in the Townhouse
West parking lot. Police are investigating.
Thursday, April 1
• USU Police officers were dispatched to the
Junction on a theft report. A female was subsequently arrested for theft and issued a citation. No
further action taken.
• The USU Police Department is investigating a
theft of a Macbook Pro laptop from the MerrillCazier Library.
• USU Police responded to the Stadium West
Parking Lot for a report of an injured duck. The
duck was walking well and was taken to First Dam
and released with the other ducks in the area.
Friday, April 2
• USU Police took a report of a stolen vacuum from
a resident of Summit Hall. USU Police investigated
and found that the complainant’s roommate had
borrowed the vacuum and had left it in his room.
The roommate returned the vacuum about an hour
after the report was made.
-Compiled by Rachel A. Christensen

Defensive driving
classes available
The Utah Safety Council is now
offering a four-hour defensive
driving course for individuals in
the Logan area. The courses will
take place on Saturday, April 10,
and Saturday, April 24, at the
Sheriff’s Complex, second floor,
from 8 a.m. to noon.
The course consists of classroom instruction and focuses on
accident prevention, driving confidence, awareness of hazards and
improving driving skills.
Drivers may complete the
course for a 50-point reduction from their Utah driving
record, once every three years.
Individuals 55 years of age and
older may qualify for insurance
discounts after completing the
course.
Registration is $40 per person,
or $10 for those age 55 and over
that are only seeking a reduction
in their insurance rate. For additional information or to register,
please contact the Utah Safety
Council at 800-933-5943 or visit
www.utahsafetycouncil.org.

USU’s FACT under
new administration
On July 1, 2010, the USU Faculty
Assistance Center for Teaching
(FACT) will become more closely
aligned administratively with other
programs on campus that share a
commitment to supporting high
quality instruction. As part of the
realignment, FACT and Media
Productions were joined as one
unit.
USU’s Executive Vice President
and Provost Raymond T. Coward
explained the significance of the
change for this important resource
to faculty.
“The administrative realignment of the program within the
Office of the Provost affords us the
opportunity to unite FACT with
other university initiatives focused
on teaching and learning, such as
the New Faculty Teaching Academy,
the series of lectures and workshops
sponsored by our office focusing on
instructional best practices and our
role in instructional evaluation,”
Coward said. “Taken together, these
activities reflect a concerted and
coordinated effort on the part of the
university to support the commitment of our faculty to high quality
classroom instruction.”
Associate Vice Provost Robert
Wagner has been named interim
director of FACT.
“I appreciate the direction
Information Technology has provided in helping develop this organization as a valuable asset to the
university,” Wagner said. “FACT
has been, and still is, known worldwide for its innovative instruction
designers. I look forward to the
opportunity of being a part of this
unit as we move forward.”
The FACT instructional designers and staff will continue to work
with USU’s faculty to create innovative learning environments in USU
courses. To learn more about what
services are available through FACT,
visit its Web site, http://it.usu.edu/
fact/.

Writers conference
features USU prof
Writer of memoir and professor
of English Pat Gantt participated
as a featured author at the 14th
Annual Redrock Creative Writers
Conference recently in St. George,
Utah.
The conference took place from
Thursday, March 11, through
Saturday, March 13, at the Pioneer
Opera House and St. George Art
Museum. Sponsored by the Redrock
Writers’ Guild, the conference
brings together Utah poets and
writers for a reading and seminars
on poetry, fiction and creative nonfiction. In addition to Gantt, writers
included poet Danielle Dubrasky,
journalist J. J. Abernathy, and songwriter Sam Payne.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports

Campus Event?
Advertise it in The Statesman and on AggieTownSquare.
More Eyeballs than you will know what to do with!
TSC 105.

“Teaching All
Nationalities”
435-750-6534
1544 N 200 W

Registration: April 8th and 9th
10 am-6:30 PM

Class Begins April 12th, 2010
June 17th, 2010
Class Ends
Classes Include: Beginning, Levels 1-4, & Advanced
NEW Classes:
Citizenship Preparation &
Advanced Writing

Available Classes Morning & Evening

Questions?

Call: (435) 750-6534 or email: elc@elc-cv.org
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Slam: Aggies and professionals take stage
-continued from page 1
Casillas said reading his
poetry in front of others is his
way of venting, because he
usually keeps his thoughts and
experiences bottled up.
“I can air out the things I’m
going through on a level that
people can identify with,” he
said.
ASUSU President Tyler
Tolson read two of his original
works, “Ice Cubes” and “Dishes
in the Sink.”
Utah House of
Representatives member
Christine Johnson attended
the poetry night in the TSC
Ballroom as a fan of Gibson’s
poetry. She currently read
Gibson’s poem “Say Yes” to
the House, which replaced the
habitual prayer that usually
takes place when the House
meets.
“I’m not religious and her
poem is the closest thing I can
assimilate to saying a prayer,”
Johnson said.
Johnson said she read “Say
Yes” to her colleagues because
she wanted them to think
about ways to say yes to Utah
citizens to improve their situations.
“Say yes to health care, say
yes to the disabled, say yes
to the working poor, instead
of just slamming the door,”
Johnson said.
Gibson performed her
poem “Say Yes” as her last
act during poetry night. She
performed a handful of other
pieces of various lengths and
accompanied Wakefield’s
poetry acts by strumming the
four chords she knows on her
ukelele.
Gibson said she suddenly
received an assortment of
messages on her cell phone,
referring to the poem being
read to Utah’s House of
Representatives and was surprised but excited. However,
she was confused when the
media referred to the poem
“Say Yes” as a gay poem.
“I don’t have one gay word
in the whole poem,” Gibson
said.
USU’s Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgender and Ally
organization was present for
the poetry readings and one
member, Amelia Bennett, said
she was grateful to be in an

BUDDY WAKEFIELD, two-time Individual World Poetry Slam
champion, performs his work at the USU Beat and Poetry Slam Night
Friday while accompanied by spoken word activist Andrea Gibson on
ukelele. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

atmosphere where the word
“gay” was used openly.
“It’s nice to be in a place
where gays and lesbians are
openly acknowledged and it’s
not in a negative way,” Bennett
said. “Sometimes we go to
events and get harassed.”
Wakefield’s and Gibson’s
visit to USU was one stop on
their tour, “Awkward While
Airborne,” which was arranged
by USU activities and leadership coordinator Stephanie
Baldwin. Star Coulbrooke said
Baldwin was instrumental in
having big-name poets like
Wakefield and Gibson come
to USU and will be upset to
see Baldwin leave her position
after the semester. Coulbrooke
said that with the help of
Baldwin and many other students and faculty, Beat and
Slam Poetry Night has grown
every year. This year’s poetry
night yielded a turnout more

than three times the size four
years ago.
“At first I was worried about
the slam scene,” Coulbrooke
said. “But, the poets are always
so in tune with their audience
and care about them so much.”
The poetry night’s performers were accompanied by jazz
musicians, Chris Poppleton
playing drums, Mike Frew
playing guitar and Rich
Hansen playing bass. USU’s
ceramics guild donated mugs
of all shapes and sizes for
attendees to pick from as souvenirs. After choosing a mug,
coffee, tea and hot chocolate
were made available by USU
Catering for audience members
to fill their new mugs with a
beverage to accompany the
show. Student art was displayed and available for purchase.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Gold: Students honored as scholars
-continued from page 3
With guidance from faculty mentors Heng
Ban, J.R. Dennison and Jan Sojka, Koeln has
a technical article under review for publication in an international journal. The sole
undergraduate presenter in the 2009 Frank
J. Redd International Student Competition
at the 23rd annual AIAA/USU Conference
on Small Satellites, he received an honorable
mention for his submission. Koeln earned first
place for his research presentation at the 2010
Utah Section of the Association of Mechanical
Engineers’ “Student-in-Industry Day” competition.

Call hails from the small community of
Batesville, Ind., where he graduated as salutatorian from Batesville High School in 2005.
The physics major shares a love of science and
aviation with his father, a commercial pilot.
A USU Undergraduate Research Fellow and
Honors student, Call currently serves as president of USU’s chapter of the Society of Physics
Students. Following graduation from USU in
2011, Call plans to pursue doctoral studies
in physics and a career in materials science
aspects of energy studies.

Math: Origami has real-world applications
-continued from page 3
In other words, it can’t interweave layers.
Lang went on to explain his equation for any
origami design. Begin, he said, with an idea,
then add paper and the result is origami. He
elaborated, giving his four-part explanation of
the process of origami design.
In the beginning, there is a subject. From the
subject, Lang said make a tree or a stick-figure
representation. Using the stick figure, you pull
out a more 3-D model, using flaps. This, Lang
said, is where math can “get us over the hump.”
From the paper base, fold and mold the paper to
develop the subject.
Another shift in the world of origami, Lang
said, was the realization that different “packing”
of circles on a flat piece of paper will determine
the different appendages of the figure. He used
the example of a white-tail deer, showing how
a certain packing will change the result into an
elk or moose.
The next big development in origami was
that of intelligent design, or using computers
to help design origami. These new developments led to what Lang called the “bug wars.”
According to Lang, insects were the untouchable
design for origami in the 1970s. By the 1990s,
with new technology, suddenly, even insects
with small, skinny legs were fair game. This
resulted in a great one-upping in the origami
community.
“People would actually pour through etymol-

ogy journals looking for different beetles,” he
said.
Lang used the examples of a praying mantis
and tick to show how the war was waged.
“How are you going to top a praying mantis?”
he asked. “Two praying mantises. How are you
going to top a tick? Let’s try it life size.”
Lang went on to explain how origami has
made its way from an art to an advertising
tool, showing a commercial he did for the 2006
Mitsubishi Endeavor. Every element of the commercial besides the car, he said, was folded, even
the parts that were computer animated.
Origami, Lang said, has also been adopted
for many real-world applications. Telescopes
use a type of origami called mathmatical-geometric origami to figure out ways to make them
smaller. Scientists study how paper folds, since
it mimics how microscopic protein folds.
Origami has even made an impact on car
safety in the form of airbags. Lang explained
that car manufactures had to figure out a way to
have all the airbags deploy and protect people of
all ages and sizes, so they turned to origami.
Aside from his Web site, langorigami.com,
Lang finished his presentation with a suggestion
for any who might be interested in origami art.
He said, “If you’re really interested, there’s a
conference in Singapore in July.”
– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu
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BILL SPROAT AND TYLER TOLSON, above left, pose next to the 30-inch pizza at Fox’s Pizza Den. Top right and bottom right, the duo begins the challenge of eating 10 pounds of pizza and cannot use the restroom or throw up. PATRICK ODEN photos

Wild Bill and the Pres. battle Goliath
By BENJAMIN WOOD
assistant features editor

Associated Students of USU President Tyler
Tolson and “Wild” Bill Sproat met at Fox’s
Pizza Den for a challenge of appetite – two
eaters, one hour, no breaks and 10 pounds of
pizza.
At 7:11 p.m.
Thursday, with just
more than 10 minutes remaining and
approximately half
of the pizza eaten,
a garbage can was
provided – double
bagged – to Sproat
in which he promptly regurgitated,
disqualifying the
duo and sending
the crowd of more
than 20 spectators
scattering from the
scene.
Thurday’s event, sponsored by The Utah
Statesman, was part of an ongoing promotion
at Fox’s that pits people against their stomachs
and is a part of the national Fox’s Pizza Den
chain. Ben Huebner, owner of Fox’s in Logan,
said that to his knowledge only two teams in
the country have ever been successful, one of
which occurred February in Logan. The challenge is open to any team of two people.
“If they can eat 10 pounds without using the
restroom, throwing up or anything like that,
the pizza is free and we will give each contestant a free large pizza each week for an entire
year,” Huebner said.
The challenge pizza, referred to on the
menu as “’The Big One,” is a 30-inch, 52-slice

pizza that costs $34.99 for cheese and $5 for
each additional topping.
Fox’s, located at 545 E. 1400 North, opened
in November and co-owner Candace Huebner
said within that time about 20 groups have
attempted the challenge. The lone successful
team, consisting of Tremayne Spackman and
Travis Axtell, completed their one-topping
mushroom pizza in a
flat 39 minutes and
both winners picked
up their free weekly
pizza during Tolson’s
and Sproat’s challenge.
Axtell’s successful
completion was his
second attempt, having tried his hand
at “The Big One”
fewer than two weeks
before. His first
teammate, Axtell
said, didn’t show the
proper focus.
“He didn’t have his A-game on,” Axtell said.
“I ate over half and he only ate about a quarter.”
Returning for round two with Spackman,
the two didn’t waste any time.
“For me it wasn’t hard, but for Travis it
was his second pizza in a week and a half,”
Spackman said. “I don’t get nauseated very
easily, but I was on the verge.”
While he may have felt somewhat sick,
Spackman said he felt good enough after “The
Big One” to stop off for a Casper’s malt on his
way home.
Beginning around 5:15 p.m., the Fox’s staff
began rolling out the five-pound dough – the
rough equivalent of four large pizzas – for
Tolson and Sproat. Huebner began shaping the

crust and spreading the 32 ounces of tomato
together.
sauce as Tolson arrived, looking calm and colAt 6:23, after the pizza had cooled, Tolson
lected in a sport coat and white-collared shirt. received a kiss for good luck, the pizza was cut
Tolson said he researched eating competiinto eight equal wedges and the eating began.
tions, looking for pointers. He said his prepaFor 48 minutes the crowd watched as the two
ration consisted of eating a Fox’s medium
contestants alternated between flavors, foldpizza on Tuesday to “get a taste for the pizza.”
ing and stacking wedges and occasionally
For Wednesday’s lunch, Tolson said he had
dipping them in water while the time ticked
four heads of lettuce and a large cup of ice
by and the pizza slowly diminished in size.
cream at the Aggie Marketplace. Later that
Sproat ate quickly, opting to pause for a period
day, he stopped by the Golden Corral to dine
before sprinting to the finish. Tolson, on the
on five pounds of steamed cabbage.
other hand, kept a slow steady pace through“I took their whole dish,” Tolson said. “By
out the challenge but struggled to complete
the end of that cabbage, I was putting A1 on it. his portion of barbecue chicken.
It’s all I had.”
Spectators offered their encouragement,
Sproat arrived just as the last toppings were often asking the two men about the taste.
being placed on the pizza. The contestants
“Let’s not talk about food,” Tolson said with
chose barbecue chicken, fresh tomatoes,
his mouthful. “Let’s talk about other things.”
onions and green
Huebner said teams
peppers, with each
typically reach a cerView the amusing video
pizza quarter contain point where they
taining one topping.
can’t take another
of Bill and Tyler trying to
Sproat particibite.
win free pizzas every week
pated in his custom“Their eyes turn
for a year. Find the video
ary “Wild” style
red, they get blood– shirtless, “I love
shot and they just hit
at www.youtube.com/user/
mommy” bib and
a wall,” Huebner said.
TheUtahStatesman. Link it
chef’s hat. Sproat
“About 45 minutes in,
to your Facebook page and
appeared confident,
bam!”
but expressed some
Axtell, who stayed
share it with your friends.
concern about his
to watch the chalteammate.
lenge, described the
“I’m doing it with
feeling of eating the
a little guy,” Sproat said.
large quantity.
At 6:05 p.m. the pizza was baked and ready.
“It’s like a pizza hangover,” Axtell said.
By that time a rather sizeable crowd – includNearing the end of their time, Sproat said
ing members of the Aggie men’s basketball
he was feeling sick, and a garbage can was
team, the Aggie Spirit Squad and Big Blue
requested as a precaution. Within moments he
– had gathered around the two eaters and
had thrown up, disqualifying the contestants
filled the tables throughout the store. Both
and ending the challenge.
contestants sat in somber anticipation, and
“I’m sorry,” Sproat said, pale-faced and nose
Tolson eyeballed the pizza, rubbing his hands
bleeding, “I feel great now.”

TYLER TOLSON, BOTTOM LEFT, continues shoving slices of the 30-inch pizza into his mouth. Beaten by the pizza, Bill Sproat, bottom middle, begins to slow down eating. PATRICK ODEN photos
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is now accepting rental applications for
the 2010-2011 school year.

Please visit our web site at:
www.cobblecreekapartments.com

For more information call:

435-753-6376

Come live with us!

School Year: $2350-2850
($200 Deposit)

Private Bedrooms
Utilities Included
Cable TV
Internet
On-Site Laundry
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Popular musician to grace USU
and we felt he appealed to
more than just the students
but the general public as well
in this area. Peter is a staple
“I see my music as a mutt, Mormon musician and has
a mix of all the things I’ve lis- grown in popularity.”
tened to my whole life,” Peter
Breinholt said he and his
Breinholt said.
band used to come to USU
Breinholt, a renowned
frequently, but it has been
Utah musician, has been a
awhile.
full-time, professional per“When they called for the
former since 1993, when his
benefit, I had to be frank and
first album, “Songs About
say, “I don’t know if anyone
the Great Divide,” made its
is going to come. I’m not
debut. He’s performed with
sure I’m your man.” But they
the Mormon Tabernacle
felt confident we would get
Choir, sold out the Sundance people. We get asked to do a
Amphitheater in Sundance
lot of benefits, and they are
and is continually successful
all for a good cause. We try
as an artist in Utah.
to help out as much as we
According to Deseret
can, but sometimes it is just
News writer Doug Robinson, because I want to play. When
“His songs are mostly happy
they called and said it was
and upbeat, a breath of fresh USU, there were many reaair against the angry, cynical, sons to do it: to help out, and
sometimes profane lyrics on
since we hadn’t been to USU
the radio.”
for some time. I hope it is a
His talent will soon be
win-win-win,” Breinholt said.
gracing USU.
So what is the story
USU sophomore accountbehind the music of
ing major Stephen Larsen
Breinholt?
said, “Peter is very non-judg“Peter’s style is mellow,
mental. He performs because and he’s easy to talk to, in life
he likes to perform. I think it and his music,” Larsen said.
is great he is so willing to put “I don’t think his music has
himself out there to perform
a religious overtone, but it is
for people like ourselves,
just uplifting, that’s the difeven though he could be
ference there.”
doing other things, making
Though Breinholt is
more money. It shows he has
revered by the LDS commua balance of what he wants
nity for his semi-religious
his music to do.”
music, his folksy guitar style
Breinholt will perform
is appealing to many.
at USU’s Kent Concert Hall
Breinholt said, “My
Wednesday, April 7, at 7 p.m. approach is always trying
to benefit the Huntsman
to be as honest as I can, if
School of Business SEED
people like it, they like it. I
program,
haven’t
which
been calprovides
culating
“My approach is
people in
about it. I
foreign
always trying to be
think I’ve
countries
evolved
as honest as I can,
opportunias a musiif people like it,
ties they
cian, but
would not
they like it.”
it’s never
otherwise
– Peter Breinholt, musician been to
have to
pick up
receive
younger
financial
fans or
aid to start businesses and
stay relevant. I have to be
rejuvenate their economies
who I am and do music I am
and help themselves, accordinterested in.”
ing to Larsen.
According to Breinholt, he
Larsen is helping put on
grew up in a musical family,
the concert as CEO of a group though not in the traditional
project for his Management
sense.
3110 class.
“We didn’t take a lot of
“We learn about principles lessons. I am a self-taught
of management and applying musician. We had a piano,
those principles in everyday
and my dad played the guilife so we can become future
tar and the banjo. As kids,
business leaders,” Larsen
we’d pick them up and teach
said. “In this class we are
ourselves chords. My brother
assigned to do a project with
took a class in high school
eight to 10 people that get
and he’d come home teach
the community involved in
me chords. I learned enough
a nonprofit event. We chose
to play some Beatles songs,
Peter because we were lookand I got the hang of how
ing for someone who would
to figure out how to learn
appeal to a wide audience,
chords on my own. At first
By STOREE POWELL
features senior writer

PETER BREINHOLT, RENOWNED UTAH musician and
USU alumnus, will perform at the Kent Concert Hall Wednesday.
Breinholt has performed with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, sold
out the Sundance Ampitheater in Sundance and is successful as an
artist in Utah. photo courtesy PETERBREINHOLT.COM

it was really about just playing Beatles’ songs,” Breinholt
said.
He’s been playing the
piano on and off since he
was a kid. He took lessons
for a couple of years, and the
teacher told him he was better off learning on his own
because he wouldn’t practice
what the teacher gave him,
but would make up his own
music.
In high school, he formed
a band with his friends.
“I learned just enough of
lots of instruments to play a
few songs. I was like a lot of
kids: I dreamed about being
in a band and releasing a
record. My high school band
got asked to perform quite
a bit at different functions,
but then I decided I didn’t
want to do it professionally
because it struck me as such
an unconventional way of
making a living. I just wanted a real normal life, and I
didn’t know what I wanted to
do, so I kind of put it away,”
Breinholt said.
At some point in college,
Breinholt started playing the
guitar for friends, and they
responded enthusiastically.
“That brought music back

into my life, and I reconsidered it as a career. I’ve been
a full-time musician since
1993, and that was the day
I graduated from college,”
Breinholt said.
A double-major graduate
of USU in Spanish and political science, the self-taught
musician recorded his first
album and knew “that it was
going to go somewhere,” he
said.
The majority of Breinholt’s
songs are played on the
acoustic guitar and some on
the piano.
Breinholt said, “I feel like
I’ve been through all the
music stages from folk, bluegrass and classic rock.”
His music is not only
diverse in style, but it comes
to him in different ways.
“I prefer to keep it that
way. I don’t have a formula.
The most common method
for me is when I am messing
around on my guitar, playing
someone else’s song for fun,
and I will do a variation of it,
and it triggers something,”
Breinholt said.
As he writes and plays, he

- See MUSIC, page 7

Aggies around the world
I miss my family and my home
I miss my family, I want to go home;
I don’t want to be forever alone.
I love my family and I miss my
home;
this is not my homeland, here I am
unknown.
I miss my family, I want to go
home;
my heart is empty, there can’t be
happiness for a person who is alone.
I love my family, I am unhappy
alone;
my heart hurts so much, it’s not
made out of stone.
I miss my family, I want to return
home;
and I want to cry every time after I
hang up the phone.
My family is far, my family is at
home,
their son is missing, he is far away
and today he is not coming home …
This poem is written by Gagik
Melikyan from Armenia. Check out
more Aggies around the world every
Monday in The Statesman. Gagik Melikyan is a Study Abroad student at USU.
PATRICK ODEN photo
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Student’s weirdest injury caused by clicking pen
By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer

Utah Statesman: What’s your
favorite time of day?
Kristen Tenney: Nighttime.
After 10, until I force myself to
go to bed around 3 or 5 a.m.
US: If you could be any animal,
what would you be?
KT: I’d be a gecko because, first
of all, it wouldn’t be snowing
where I live and I could walk
around freaking people out
when I fall on their face from
crawling on the ceiling.

US: If you were a geometrical shape, what would
you be?
KT: An octagon. I’d dress up like a stop sign and
confuse people. I’d probably stand
in the middle of the intersection or
on the freeway.

Caught on
Campus

Kristen Tenney
undeclared
freshman

US: What are you planning for the next weekend?
KT: Perfect timing. I’m going to Florida for a second Spring Break. Thank you, younger siblings.
Their Spring Break is different than mine.
US: What’s your weirdest injury?
KT: I have a clicky pen and normally when I’m
done I click it with my left hand but one day I was
holding it backwards and stabbed myself in the
hand with the ball-point side. I spent the next
week digging ink out of my hand so I wouldn’t
have a dot tattoo.
US: What would you do for a dollar?
KT: Oh shoot, what wouldn’t I do for a dollar? I’m actually not sure, but I know I’d buy a
Klondike bar.

US: Would you rather be physically uncomfortable but look hot or
be comfortable but look grungy?
KT: Definitely be uncomfortable
and look good. Fashion over function.

US: What’s the craziest Wal-Mart
experience you’ve had?
KT: We played the shopping-cart game, where
you go through the store and pick 10 random
things, then trade carts with the other team and
put them all back. The fastest team wins. We
were really bored.
US: What’s your hardest class this semester?
KT: They’re all really easy. It’s great. Probably
English 1010 because it has more busy work than
the rest. I procrastinate a lot with busy work.
US: What’s your secret ambition?
KT: All of my friends and me have a backup plan.
If college and a job doesn’t work out, we’re going
to become Vegas showgirls.
US: What’s the last dream you can remember?
KT: Oh man, it was crazy. Basically, don’t talk
about “Alice in Wonderland.”

US: What would you do for a million dollars?
KT: I’d go on the umpteenth episode of
“Survivor.”

US: What’s your weirdest impulse?
KT: Apparently I toss my hair all the time.
Everyone knew but me and they caught it on film.

US: What is the nickname your parents use for
you?
KT: Well, my little siblings called me “di-din”
when they couldn’t pronounce “Kristen.”

US: What’s your favorite word?
KT: Defenestration. It’s the act of throwing someone or something out of the window, often fatal.

US: What would you do if you were president?
KT: I’d throw a nationwide party for being the
first female president.
US: If you could only eat one candy bar for the
rest of your life, what would you pick?
KT: Milky Way Midnight. I like dark chocolate.
US: What is your biggest fear?
KT: That ninjas will attack me from my closet.
My friends did that to me once.

US: What’s your favorite part of USU?
KT: Aggie Ice Cream.
US: Are you a True Aggie?
KT: I’m not. Eventually I’ll be one, I suppose. It’s
kind of a contest between me and myself to see
how long I can hold out.
US: If we asked your mom to describe you, what
would she say?
KT: I’m not sure she’d give a serious answer
– probably as her blond child. Apparently I’m

Music: Musician diverse in style
-continued from page 6
records it on a hand-held tape recorder and
listens to it a couple of weeks later.
According to Breinholt, “A lot of it is trial
and error. I reject most of what I record. I
don’t start with lyrics. I start with a musical
idea. The lyrics come after.”
He said he thinks he is slower than most
songwriters, revisiting stuff he’s started
weeks earlier.
“Usually I will finish it when there’s a
deadline. I like the experience of leaving a
song and coming back to it with fresh ears
and it is like hearing it for the first time, and
that is when I know if it is worth keeping,”
Breinholt said.
As any musician, Breinholt has a story
behind his favorite guitars.
“My dad had several guitars, and one
was off limits growing up. It was a Gibson
cut-away, and he treasured it. By the time we
were in high school, we had worn him down
because we wanted to play it so much. That
is the guitar I ended up playing a lot in high
school, and we ended up destroying that
thing,” Breinholt said.
The musician remembers one show as he
was getting started on his musical career, the
first time he performed at Kingsbury Hall in
Utah.
“I was talking about a song between playing, and this girl got out of her seat in the
back row and started walking toward me. She
came all the way up on stage and stood next
to me. I stopped talking and turned to her
and said, ‘Can I help you?’ She whispered in
my ear her friends had bet her she couldn’t
come up and kiss me,” Breinholt said. “This
was before I was married, and I said sure, and
she kissed me on the cheek, and I think she
made $50.”
Though Breinholt always has devoted fans
following him, he has had to change how he
keeps up with his fans, all of who he considers friends. He started with snail mail, then
e-mail, then MySpace – which didn’t take off,

according to Breinholt – and is now an adamant user of Facebook. Although Breinholt
uses Twitter, he doesn’t use it often.
“I have a tortured relationship with
Twitter. I’m just not into doing it. I am kind
of a private person, and I don’t see the sense
in sharing what I’m doing that often. I am the
world’s worst tweeter. I do one like every two
weeks,” Breinholt said.
For the upcoming concert, Breinholt and
band will be playing songs from the four
albums he’s released of self-written songs.
Also, they will do a couple of famous fun
songs, including the song “Blue, Red, Grey”
by The Who. Lead guitarist of The Who, Pete
Townsend, is a favorite of Breinholt. He will
be playing the song using the ukulele.
Breinholt will be accompanied by his
band members: David Tolk, pianist and keyboarder; Ryan Tilby, bass guitarist and Craig
Miner, guitarist.
Though Breinholt was not expecting to
become a professional musician, he feels
“lucky looking back.”
“Most of my audience has been in Utah,
partly by design, and it is just the way it
worked out,” Breinholt said. “The fact that
I’ve been playing for the same audience for
15 years and it is still working, it just doesn’t
make any sense.”
He is glad it does though, because he said
gets to have the kind of life he wants: fulltime musician, playing in great venues and
sleeping in his own bed.
Larsen said the musician will perform an
hour and 20 minute set. Also, local band Falk
will open.
Tickets are $8 for students and $10 for
the general public, and can be bought at the
Caine School of the Arts box office, online
https://www.ezticketlive.com/checkout/
event_view.asp?id=19 or at the door.
For more on Breinholt, visit http://www.
peterbreinholt.com/press.htm.
– storee.powell@aggiemail.usu.edu

FRESHMAN KRISTEN TENNEY said her biggest fear is ninjas attacking from her closet. KASEY
VAN DYKE photo

“too short” to reach the car wash. I don’t know
what that means.
US: What was your last Facebook status?
KT: The last one I remember was, “I officially
have more pictures of myself than friends. Epic
fail.”
US: What does your last text say?
KT: It was, “really..............”
US: Do you have a snuggie?
KT: I don’t, because my blankets don’t have
sleeves and that would ruin my fashionable not
functional approach to things.
US: What was your favorite TV show as a child?
KT: “Rainbow Brite” or the “Magic School Bus.”
US: What stereotype did you fall into in junior
high and high school?
KT: Probably a band geek.
US: If you could meet one person from history,
who would it be?
KT: Anne Frank. I would ask how she feels about
everyone reading her private diary.
US: When you see a cute guy, what’s your first
thought?

CLARK PEST CONTROL
NOW HIRING
FOR OUTSIDE
SALES POSITIONS IN:
*BAKERSFIELD, CA
*LANCASTER, CA
*VISALIA, CA
*FRESNO, CA
*SANTA CLARITA, CA

SUMMER JOBS
MAY – AUGUST
CONTACT TEAM LEADER
PARKER FOLKMAN
208-221-7578
PARKERFOLKMAN@GMAIL.COM

KT: I need to talk to him.
US: If you could travel to any planet in the solar
system, where would you go?
KT: Probably Venus because with temperatures
like that, I know it could never snow.
US: What is your dream job?
KT: Being paid to be on vacation.

US: What would we find on your last grocery list?
KT: Chips, salsa, razors and water bottles. It was
a random Wal-Mart trip.
US: What would your best friend say is your biggest flaw?
KT: She’d probably say that I’m really hard to
get close to because I won’t lower my walls to let
people in.
US: What was the worst date you’ve been on?
KT: Oh dear, I feel so bad saying this. Probably
prom my junior year. Not only did I not know
anyone in the group, I didn’t know my date. Oh
and he left me. I had fun though. I made it work.

US: What is the weirdest request you’ve ever had?
KT: My friends asked me if they could follow me
around on a date in ninja costumes.
– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu
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E-club hosts campus Rail Jam
By ALISON OSTLER
staff writer

$500
$2370-$3390
$2070-$2490

On Tuesday, snowboarding and skiing fans will have
a chance to watch a snowboarding competition, learn
about business, enter to win
prizes and shred some snow
themselves if they choose
– all in one jam-packed event.
As a part of E-Week, on
April 6 from 1-4 p.m., the
Entrepreneurship Club (Eclub) will host The Campus
Rail Jam, a competitive
event organized by Galvanic
Design for skiers and snowboarders to show off tricks
and compete for prizes. The
most rad part about the
event? It will be located right
on campus.
The Campus Rail Jam,
according to its Web site, is
a “grassroots snow sports
movement, dedicated to
promoting the amateur ski
and snowboard scene.” This
extreme winter sports competition will feature up to 60
snowboarders and skiers as
they go head to head.
“It’s no small production,
it’s definitely a big event, and
we’re really stoked,” says Paul
Rossiter, junior in finance
and economics and president
of the Entrepreneurship
Club. He says the club has
gone through extensive
preparation in order to bring
the event to USU, and setting
up the equipment for the Rail
Jam will be no easy task.
“It’s taken a lot for it to get
here,” Rossiter says.
However, he is optimistic
that the work will be well
worth the effort.
For the Rail Jam, Galvanic
Design will build a 30-foot
scaffolding on the old library
lawn, just west of the business building, that will be

A SKIER COMPETES at the University of Utah Rail Jam earlier this year. photo courtesy CAMPUS RAIL
JAM

covered with 25 tons of snow.
This will serve as a steep
hill in which snowboarders and skiers can perform
their tricks. The snow, says
Rossiter, will be trucked
in from Beaver Mountain
Resort by front-end loaders.
This will allow competitors to “compete and show
off their ski and snowboarding skills without even traveling up the canyon,” according
to Megan Starley in a press
release about the event.
The event, says Rossiter,
will be a showcase of local
snowboarders and skiers.
“We opened it up to anyone in Utah but most are
from Logan, which is cool
because we get to see the
local homies throw it down,”
Rossiter says. “Not very many
events are thrown for the
people in Logan.”

For the non-snowboarders
and skiers, the event will be
just as fun to watch and participate in. Spectators will be
able to see the snowboarders
and skiers grind, spin and
jump as they show off their
moves to the crowd. Also,
set up around the area of the
competition, the E-club will
be having a business expo
where budding business
owners will be able to meet
with students, and anyone
interested in business can
learn about entrepreneurship. There will also be a
live DJ and lots of giveaways.
According to Rossiter, the
event is expected to draw a
large crowd.
“We’re hoping about 2,000
to 3,000 will be attending,”
he says.
If all goes well, the Eclub is hoping that USU will

eventually be added to The
Campus Rail Jam Tour.
“We’re looking to hopefully get on the tour next year.
If we get a big enough event
and make it big enough, then
we can make it an annual
event,” Rossiter says.
All students are encouraged to attend, even if it’s just
stopping by while walking
from class, Rossiter says. It
will be a chance to have fun,
win prizes and, in the words
of The Campus Rail Jam Web
site, “turn down the suck,
turn up the fun.”
The competition is application-only. All students
interested in participating
in the event need to register
online at galvanicdesign.
com/apply. For more information, go to campusrailjamtour.com.
– alison.ostler@aggiemail.usu.
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Softball sweeps Friday doubleheader vs. Nevada
By LANDON HEMSLEY
sports senior writer

SENIOR PITCHER KATE GREENOUGH winds up for a pitch during a game last season. Greenough picked up two wins during
Friday’s doubleheader against the University of Nevada. PATRICK ODEN photo

USU softball batted down
the Nevada Wolf Pack and
swept out a doubleheader
Friday afternoon to open
up its home schedule on the
good end of 12-4, 11-7 scores.
With these wins, the
Aggies improve to 14-15 on
the season. These wins are
especially sweet considering
the pounding USU took at
the hands of UVU three days
prior. Head coach Carissa
Millsap-Kabala said she was
very pleased with the pair of
wins.
“We finally played like the
Aggies I’ve seen the whole
entire time,” Millsap-Kabala
said. “We’re starting to get
that calmness that we had
when we played Washington,
and that was nice to see.”
Aggie catcher Shasta
Tyteca said the team has
really grown a sense of belief
recently and that it showed in
the weekend wins.
“We have confidence in
ourselves,” she said. “You
have to believe in yourself
and that’s what we’re doing,
stepping up and producing.
We’re keeping it simple and
sticking to fundamentals,
and it’s showing on the field.”

The first game didn’t
start so well for USU. Kate
Greenough, the senior
pitcher, got the first out in
the top of the first inning,
but then allowed three
straight singles, and Nevada
took advantage to go ahead,
1-0. Just as she did earlier
in the week against UVU,
Greenough made the adjustments and didn’t allow
another run until the fourth
inning. Millsap-Kabala was
complimentary of her senior
pitcher.
“She’s our senior leader
on the mound,” MillsapKabala said. “We look to her
to open up the gaps and close
the gaps as well, both on the
mound and as a leader on the
team.”
Meanwhile, the USU bats
began the arduous process
of regaining the lead, which
they did in resounding fashion in the third inning of the
first game. Nevada got the
first out on a pop-fly, and
then allowed six Aggies to
reach base on a combination
of errors, base hits and hitby-pitches. USU took the lead
when Kali Kaneshiro scored
off an Emily Reilly single into

- See SOFTBALL, page 11

Athletes help business school, give back to community
By CONNOR JONES
sports editor

While the snow fell Friday
night, people hid under their
hoods, rushing from building
to building, trying to hide from
the cold wind that found them
anyway. But inside the Nelson
Fieldhouse, they saw something
else, a warmth, not only from
the furnace that kept spring’s
winter storm out, but from the
hearts of Aggie athletes and the
smiles of elementary school children from across Cache Valley.
Twenty-eight athletes from
volleyball, soccer, hockey, men’s
and women’s basketball, gymnastics and football took their
Friday night free time to coach
and mentor 36 children as part
of the Future Aggie Athletic
Benefit Clinic and Dinner to
benefit the SEED program.
The SEED (Small Enterprise
Education and Development)
program, part of the Huntsman
School of Business, works to
“provide Utah State students
with a hands-on, once-in-a-life
time learning experience while
simultaneously educating
people in developing economies
in new business creation and
development skills.”
“What we wanted to accomplish with this event was to get
these elementary school kids
excited about coming here in
the future,” said Chelsea Fowles,
junior liberal arts major and
three-year starter for the Aggie
women’s volleyball team. “We
wanted them to be able to interact with the athletes and learn
a little bit about each sport. We
know that the kids in the valley love Aggie athletics, and we
thought this would be a great
event for everyone involved.”
There were six stations
set up across the floor of the
Fieldhouse, one for each sport.
The 36 kids were split into six
groups and rotated between stations.
Almost the entire women’s
volleyball team showed up to
support their teammate and
play with the kids. Christine
Morrill, Whitney Mendivil,
Katie Astle, Shay Sorensen,
Josselyn White, Shantell
Durrant, Laurel Bodily and

BASKETBALL FRESHMAN PRESTON MEDLIN signs the shirt of one of the participants during Friday’s Future Aggie Athletic Benefit Clinic and Dinner. Medlin was
one of 28 athletes to participate in the event to benefit the Small Enterprise Education and Development program. CONNOR JONES photo

Danielle Taylor showed the
excited youngsters, ranging
from 5 to 12, how to bump, set
and spike.
Jason Moore and Dave
Wyman showed the kids how to
hold a stick and shoot, for the
men’s club hockey team.
Senior safety James Brindley
and star running back Robert
Turbin played two-hand-touch
with the kids, as well as taught
them how to throw and catch a
football.
TJ Goddard, from the
women’s basketball team, joined
up with players from the men’s
team – Jaxon Myaer, Preston
Medlin and Tyrone White – to
work on dribbling and shooting
with the kids.

“Lots of the kids were so
small all we could really work
with them on was dunking,”
White said. “We’d just life them
up there and let them go at it.”
Heather Pond, Stefani
Shiozaki, Marissa Shanchez
and Natalie Norris from the
women’s soccer team worked
on headers and proper kicking
form.
The kids worked on cartwheels, handstands and back
rolls with Heather Heinrich,
Jackie Dillon, Rebecca
Holliday, Erica Huelsmann,
Diana Karavida, and Amanda
Watamaniuk.
“Anytime we get to work
with the kids and give back to
the community is a great time.

We always enjoy it,” Brindley
said. “They come out to our
games so this is something we
can do to give back to them.”
Brindley’s teammate Turbin
agreed, saying, “To them we’re
just big guys that they idolize,
and I remember being in that
same position. It would have
been amazing for me to be able
to hang out with players from
CAL, where I grew up, when I
was young. Just being able to
see the smile on their face when
they hang out with us is a lot of
fun for me.”
Madison Olsen, a fifth
grader from Wilson Elementry,
said her favorite part of the day
was hanging out with all of the
players. When asked which sta-

tion was her favorite, she said,
“That’s hard, they’re all so fun!”
Olsen wasn’t the only one
who had a good time. Freshman
forward Tyrone White said,
“I think it’s more fun for us to
interact with the kids and see
that they’re having a good time
than it is for them interacting
with us.”
As there will be with any
group of kids, there were some
accidents: balls hitting kids in
the face, kids falling over or, in
one girl’s case, getting tripped.
“Jaxon went to go give this
kid a high five and on his way
back he tripped this girl,”
Medlin said. “She fell over and
just started crying.”
Myaer said, “She was bawl-

ing, and I didn’t know what to
do. I felt so bad. I’m so glad her
dad was there so he could chill
her out because I had no clue
what to do.”
Fowles said overall it was a
great experience for everyone
involved and she hopes to be
able to do something similar in
the future.
“Their (the kids’) eyes light
up when you teach them something,” Fowles said. “They get
so excited. They think you’re the
queen of the world, and they’re
just so cute and excited about
everything. I’m so happy this
turned out well and look forward to doing something like it
again soon.”
– c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Women’s tennis goes 1-2 during weekend at San Jose
By KAYLA CLARK
staff writer

USU women’s tennis fell in its first match
in Santa Clara, Calif. The girls went on to
play two matches Friday, against Hawaii
and San Jose State, both Western Athletic
Conference matches, before their return
home. All matches were held in the Spartan
Tennis Complex in San Jose, Calif.
The Ags dropped the match against Santa
Clara for a final score of 6-1, with an isolated
win at the No. 3-singles position.
“It was a good match and warmed us up
for the upcoming conference matches,” said
head coach Christian Wright. “We had some
chances, but we lost them.”
He said he understood then that play was
going to be a challenge, noting that a lot of
the teams USU went up against were nationally ranked.
Junior Hayley Swenson, at the No. 1 position, battled through three sets to lose to
Kelly Lamble of SCU, 6-7, 6-4, 10-8. Freshman
Jaclyn West fell to Alex Zaniewski at the No.
2 spot, after a three-set match, as well, 6-7,
7-5, 10-3. Freshman Kristina Voytsekhovich,
at No. 3, played three sets, but with a victorious outcome. She beat Kacie Wagner, 6-4, 5-7,
10-8, for Utah State’s only point of the match.
Sophomore Monica Abella was defeated by
SCU’s Maggie McGeorge, 6-3, 6-1, at the No.
4 position, and junior Taylor Perry fell 6-1,
6-2 to Jessica Agra. Senior Brittany Watts
finished up singles action, dropping the No.
6 point to Carmen Pham, 6-2, 6-2.
USU claimed a win at the No. 1 doubles
position, but dropped the doubles point with
losses at the No. 2 and 3 positions. West and
Swenson slid by Wagner and Cox, 8-7, while
Perry and Voytsekhovich dropped the No.
2 win to Lamble and McGeorge, 8-6. Abella
and Watts, at No. 3, wrapped it up with a loss
to Agra and Pham, 8-0.
“We will come out tomorrow and do the
same thing. We haven’t played any conference
teams yet, and we’re ready to take on the competition,” said Wright after Thursday’s match.
“Overall, though, I was pleased with the way
they played.”
Play began on Friday with a loss to Hawaii,
6-1.
Swenson fell in a close match to opponent
Katarina Poljakova, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3, at the No.

1 position. At No. 2, West was defeated by
Sophie Kobuch, 7-6, 6-3, and Voytsekhovich,
at No. 3, lost to UH’s Barbara Pinterova,
6-0, 6-0. At No. 4, Abella fell to Aglae Van
den Bergh, for a final score of 6-1, 6-3, and
Perry lost to Natasha Zorec, 6-1, 6-3. Watts
boasts the only victory of the match, finishing out singles action with a win over Alyssa
Nafarrete. They retired after one set, for a
final score of 3-6.
Doubles was a clean sweep for UH, who
won in all three positions for the point.
Swenson and West headed the action out
with a loss at the No. 1 position. They were
defeated by Kobuch and Poljakova, 8-6.
Voytsekhovich and Perry were up next in
the No. 2 position, falling to Pinterova and
Alyssa Nafarrete, 8-1. Abella and Watts finished the match with a loss at No. 3, surrendering to Van den Bergh and Gobel, 8-3.
The next match of the day brought a more
victorious outcome: Utah State finishing up
with 6 points, San Jose State only grabbing 1.
Swenson started out singles action with
a win over Olivia Marshall, 6-1, 6-0. West
defeated Chau Truong at the No. 2 spot,
7-6, 6-1, and Voytsekhovich defeated Anna
Guzman, 6-2, 7-5, at No. 3. The No. 4 point
was claimed by Abella, who beat SJSU’s Kerri
Kummer, 6-4, 6-1. Taylor Perry proved victorious over Sandra Florea, 7-6, 6-4. Watts,
however, fell to San Jose’s Jennifer Williams
at No. 6, losing 6-3, 6-1.
The doubles point was stolen by USU with
wins in the No. 1 and 2 positions. Swenson
and West swept over Kummer and Florea, for
a score of 9-7. Voytsekhovich and Abella, at
No. 2, defeated Marshall and Williams with
a score of 8-6, while Perry and Watts fell to
Guzman and Truong, 8-2.
Wright noted that the teams they played
were of sizeable competition, saying that
the girls were up against “seasoned” teams,
but that the girls always do their best. “I
am always proud of their performance and
always have high expectations for them,”
Wright said. “I expect them to go on and continue to play with intensity and win more of
their matches.”
The Ags now have a 7-7 season record, and
are 1-1 in WAC play. Monday, April 5, marks
the girls’ return home, and they will face off
with Arizona on April 5.
– kayla.clark@aggiemail.usu.edu

JUNIOR TAYLOR PERRY and the rest of the USU women’s tennis team went 1-2 this past weekend against Santa Clara, Hawaii and San Jose State. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

Track has strong showing at BYU Invitational meet
By TYREL SKINNER
staff writer

The USU track and field team
had hot performances at a bitter-cold BYU Cougar Invitational
outdoor track meet last weekend.
The team traveled to Provo on
Friday and performed against
five other teams, including WAC
conference rival Southern Utah
University.
The Aggies’ second full-team
competition of the year ended
with a strong showing from many
of the athletes. The temperature,
which only rose to a high windy
52 degrees on Friday, was clearly
not a big factor as the team was
able to claim three titles, eight
second places and a total of 18
top-three places for the meet.
Those who performed well for
the women’s team included freshman Aubrie Haymore. She ran
well with a time of 56.56 seconds
in the 400-meter event. This was
good enough to give her a second-place finish and a personal
record. Senior Elaine Connolly
also had a good performance
in the 800 meter, with a time of
2:12.82, picking up another second-place finish. Freshman team-

mate Jessie Chugg also finished
well in the 800 meter, with a
fourth-place finish and a time of
2:15.72 seconds.
The Aggies had many runners
competing in the 3000m steeple
chase, and were able to capture
second place through seventh
place. This was the first time that
freshmen Stephanie Burt, Hazel
Richardson and Jessi Timothy,
and redshirt freshman Julia
Johnson were able to compete in
the steeple chase on a collegiate
level. Richardson and Timothy
tabbed sixth and seventh place,
respectively, and Julia Johnson
was able to finish in fifth with a
time of 12:32.67. In fourth was
junior Justine Bough, who finished with a time of 12:09.30.
Freshman Stephanie Burt had a
time of 11:40.60 and finished her
third. It was also junior Alicia
Holt’s first time at running the
steeple chase in college. She
finished in second place with a
time of 11:24.32, just under three
seconds off of first place Loren
Storey from Weber State.
Utah State competed well in the
field events as well. Freshman Bri
Campbell finished fourth place
in the high jump, with a heigth

of 1.6m. In the triple jump, freshman Shalyse Olsen jumped for a
distance of 10.51 meters, placing
fifth. Sophomore pole vaulter
Sonia Grabowski cleared a height
of 3.65 meters and finished in
second place. Her teammate,
freshman Amber Thompson
placed fifth in the event, with a
height of 3.20 meters.
Junior Shannon Prince had a
good weekend, placing in two
throwing events. She placed fifth
in the shot put with a distance of
13.60 meters. She also dominated
the discus throw, with a distance
of 47.80 meters, almost three
meters farther than the competition.
The Aggie men also had an
impressive track meet, performing well in many events. Junior
Armahd Lewis finished in third
place in the 100-meter event,
with a time of 10.81 seconds.
Teammate Mike Pyrtle finished
second in the event, with a time
of 10.67 seconds. Both Lewis and
Pyrtle were members of the men’s
4-by-100 relay team, along with
freshman Matt Maughan and
sophomore Dylan Nielson. Pyrtle
was the last leg of the team and
had an impressive performance to

give them a comeback win from
behind, with a time of 41.60 seconds.
Senior Nick Karen placed
second in the 400 hurdles,
with a time of 52.69 seconds.
Sophomore Eric Larsen had a
time of 1:53.78 and finished third
in the 800m event. Freshman
teammate Briton Page also
placed well in that event, with a
time of 1:55.02 and a fifth-place
finish. Senior Steve Strickland
placed third in the 1500m event,
with a time of 3:53.25 seconds.
Sophomore Steve Atkinson placed
fourth in the men’s 3000m steeple
chase, with a time of 9:47.76, followed by sophomore teammate
Aaron Clements, who finished
fifth with a time of 9:48.08.
The USU men competed well
in the field events as well, with
many high place finishes. In the
high jump, junior Clint Silcock
had an impressive finish, clearing a height of 2.17m, giving him
a first-place finish. Senior Casey
Parker also did well in the event,
placing third with a height of
2.05 meters. Freshman Damion
Szade placed second in the long
jump, with a distance of 6.93
meters. Szade also finished well

in the triple jump, with a distance
of 14.00m, giving him fourth
place.
In the throwing events,
sophomore Daniel Cruz placed
well in the discus throw, with
a fourth-place finish and a distance of 47.48m. He also did well
in the hammer throw, placing
third, with a distance of 51.75m.
Freshman teammate Spencer
Hall also competed well in both
of those events. In the hammer
throw, Hall placed sixth, with a
distance of 45.19m, and in the
discus, he threw 46.76m, which
placed him fifth. Utah State also
had two placers in the javelin
event. Junior Alex DuPlesis finished in fourth place with a distance of 54.78 meters, and sophomore teammate Jaymin Vickers
came in third, with a distance
of 55.29 meters. In the shot put,
junior Joe Canavan finished in
second place, with a distance of
17.48 meters.
The Aggies will compete, again,
next weekend, when they travel to
a hopefully warmer Los Angeles,
Calif., for a three-day meet at
UCLA Rafer Johnson/Jackie
Joyner-Kersee Invitational.
– t.g.s@aggiemail.usu.edu

USU football team making local impact off the field
BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State football has been busy off
the field during the offseason with community service, as they recently topped the
300-hour mark of service throughout the
community.
Members of the team have worked with
community members both young and old,
from working at elementary schools to
helping elderly community move. Players
have done work to help both near and far,
by helping on campus with the College
High School Aggies Mentorship Program
(CHAMP), and participating in the “Adopt
A Soldier” program, sending care packages
from the whole team to soldiers overseas.
“When I was a kid, I always loved when
athletes would come to my school to talk
to us and spend time with us. It really

taught me to focus on my goals and realize
that I can achieve anything I try to do, so I
just wanted to give that back to the kids in
our community,” said senior offensive lineman Spencer Johnson, a broadcast journalism major from Lancaster, Calif.
Johnson was one of the primary volunteers, speaking to Bridger Elementary students about goals and success, among his
many other volunteer projects.
“I just want to give back to this community, to Logan, Cache Valley and the
University,” Johnson said. “This community has given us so much more than we
could have ever expected, we’re just trying
to show our appreciation by giving back.”
Other community service projects
include collecting pop tops for the Ronald
McDonald House, “Stuff A Bus” Program,
“Quality Youth Services” Program, Bear
River Head Start Program, as well as help-

ing work at IHOP. Players also helped work
at the Junction and HUB in addition to a
career fair and working with Kappa Delta
Sorority on campus.
“I feel that helping the community is
important because they give so much to us
when they come to our games. They buy
tickets and so much more to support the
program, that by helping the community
is just a small token of our appreciation for
all their support,” said senior safety Rajric
Coleman, who is majoring in criminal justice with a minor in education, and is from
Litchfield Park, Ariz.
One of Coleman’s many projects was
mentoring youth in the “Quality Youth
Services” program, which he did activities
including tutoring, talking with youth and
taking them to events like Utah State basketball games.
“I really liked one of the projects that I

did for my community service in helping
out with delinquent kids. If being a positive influence on these kids can keep them
out of trouble, then I feel that I have done
something to help make them a better person and help make this community a better place,” Coleman said.
Members of the football team have also
helped clean the weight room and academic center.
“We want our players to be active and
give back to this community as a very
small thank you for all the support that
we get from this terrific community that
we are fortunate to be part of,” USU head
coach Gary Andersen said. “These community service projects are equally beneficial
to our team in that it enhances their values
of hard work, cooperation and teamwork
that they learn and use on the football
field and are applicable to everyday life.”
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Softball: Aggies sweep Wolf Pack
-continued from page 9
right field with the bases loaded and one out.
The hit of the inning was Megan McDonald’s
double into right center field that brought
in Simone Hubbard and Xiao Xue Chang.
With that hit, USU jumped out to a 4-1 lead,
and the Pack had to make a change. Nevada
switched out Katie Holverson’s pitching for
that of Mallory Darby, but before the inning
was out, USU scored two more and took a 6-1
lead it wouldn’t relinquish.
The defining moment of the first game was
the last at bat in the bottom of the sixth by
Tyteca. Millsap-Kabala put Tyteca in to pinch
hit for the Aggie shortstop Rachel Evans and
Tyteca sent out a monstrous grand-slam home
run. The Aggie blast put USU up 12-4 and
ended the game by the eight-run rule, also
known as the mercy rule. Tyteca said she was
pleased and credited her teammates for the
opportunity she had to end the first game.
“It’s nice to see that we had the runs
beforehand for me to have that opportunity,”
Tyteca said. “It’s nice to see my teammates
producing as well. It’s awesome to see that
kind of hitting out of our team. We work
really hard.”
Millsap-Kabala said Tyteca’s bat has been
one of the more consistent on the team.
“A pinch hit grand slam,” Millsap-Kabala
said. “She made me look like a genius. She’s
come along and being so much more positive
about her game and having a lot more confidence in who she is as a player and on the
field. It’s amazing to see. She had a rough go
at the beginning, and she’s just a totally different person now. We’re really excited to see
how consistent she’ll stay over the course of
time.”
In the second game, Nevada looked to
turn things around and after five innings, the
Nevada had taken a three-run lead.
Neither team scored through two innings,
and in the third, the Pack struck first on an
error by Evans. Ellingsworth stopped the
bleeding quickly and the Pack only got away
with one unearned run.
USU came back again in the fourth. USU
DH Kali Cancelosi started the inning off
strong with a solo home run and locked
up the score at one apiece. After a Megan
McDonald single to center field, Tina

Furguson blasted another out of the park and
put the Aggies up two.
The Pack was far from done. With two
outs in the fifth, freshman Mandy Harmon
got herself into trouble. She allowed two
base hits and then walked Nevada’s Sam Bias
to load the bases. Millsap-Kabala wasted
no time and pulled her out, and sent in the
starter from the first game to cleanup. Kate
Greenough took the mound needing a single
out at any base to end the inning, and that’s
when Nevada got its vengeance for Tyteca’s
grand slam. Nevada’s Britton Murdock sent
a grand slam of her own flying, emptied the
bases,and put the Pack back in front, 5-3.
Nevada didn’t stop and was, once again, able
to load the bases with two out after USU
allowed one additional run, but Greenough
got the inning-ending ground ball to third
and stopped the bleeding before the game got
too far out of reach.
The Aggies kept their mental toughness,
and it paid off in a big way in the sixth. USU
started strong with a Cancelosi single, and
Tyteca responded to Murdock’s grand slam by
hitting a two-run shot of her own. Suddenly
the Ags were within one with zero outs. The
bats kept coming and USU took advantage
of two timely errors to rack off six additional
runs in the bottom of the sixth, totaling eight
by the time Nevada was able to take over.
Millsap-Kabala described the importance of
those errors.
“Errors happen on both sides, whether
mental or physical,” she said. “It’s part of the
game. That happens in any sport – basketball,
football, whetever – if you can take advantage
of a mental error, good for you. Mental errors
kill you. We try to take advantage on our side,
and I think every team does. It’s just a question of if you can be timely on the other side
and use it to your benefit.”
Greenough returned in the top of the
seventh and silenced two batters at the plate
before forcing an out at first, ending the
game.
USU will continue its homestand on
Tuesday and Wednesday against the Wahine
of Hawaii. Tuesday’s game starts at 3 p.m. at
the USU softball field on 800 East.
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu

Men’s tennis drop two meets
in Hawaii, two get postponed
By KAYLA CLARK
staff writer

Utah State men’s tennis had a rough
start to its weekend of play in Hawaii. Its
first match resulted in a loss to Hawaii
Pacific, 5-2. The loss the HPU dropped the
men to a 10-9, while Hawaii Pacific, who
is ranked fifth nationally, improved 19-3
with the win against USU.
Junior Jakob Asplund dropped the No.
1 singles point, losing to Nikola Petrov,
7-5, 6-1. Freshman Sven Poslusny lost as
well, in the No. 2 position, to Aleksander
Markov 7-6. 6-0. Junior Bryan Marchant
raked in the first of two points for USU,
defeating Dominic Mclusky 6-1, 3-6, 6-2.
The No. 4 point was dropped by senior
Amit Maharaj, who lost to Daniel Luedi, 64, 6-0. Junior Nikita Ryashchenko brought
in USU’s final point at No. 5, beating
Sebastian Bader 7-5, 1-6, 3-1. Singles
action was wrapped up by Jose Limon
in the No. 6 seat, losing to HPU’s Anton
Samuilau, 6-1, 6-1.
USU dropped the doubles point with
losses at the No. 1 and 2 positions. Limon
and Ryashchenko, at No. 3, were the only
team to win, beating HPU’s Markov and
Petrov, 8-6. Asplund and Poslusny lost 9-7
to Mclusky and Bader at the No. 1 posi-

tion, and Maharaj and Marchant lost to
Hawaii’s Samuilau and Luedi, 8-4.
Head coach Christian Wright said of the
the match, “We are playing very good, seasoned, nationally ranked teams. I expect
my boys to play their best, and they don’t
let me down. Hawaii was a tough match,
and although we lost overall, we had a few
victories in there. I expect them to come
out and play their best for every match, no
matter who we play.”
The men were scheduled to face off with
Fresno State and Hawaii, both Western
Athletic Conference foes, on Saturday,
April 3. Due to rainy weather in Hawaii,
neither of the matches were able to be carried out. No makeup date for the matches
has been set yet.
Both matches against the Bulldogs and
the Rainbow Warriors were the Ags’ final
WAC matches of the regular season. USU
will not face another conference opponent
until the WAC tournament April 30 - May
2 in Fresno, Calif.
The men still hold their season record
of 10-9, and 0-4 in WAC play. In the next
two weeks, USU will wrap up in-state
action with a match at Weber State on
Wednesday, April 7, and a home match
against Idaho State on the 21.
– kayla.clark@aggiemail.usu.edu

USU tops in winter sports
academic all-WAC selections
BY USU ATHLETICS

The Western Athletic Conference
announced its winter all-academic teams
on Friday and Utah State had 43 studentathletes recognized from the sports of
gymnastics, men’s and women’s basketball,
and men’s and women’s indoor track and
field to lead the league.
Of its 43 academic all-WAC selections,
Utah State had 16 student-athletes from
men’s indoor track honored, along with
14 from women’s indoor track, six from
women’s basketball, four from gymnastics
and three from men’s basketball.
Utah State’s men’s track program led all
WAC schools with its 16 honorees, while
both the women’s (6) and men’s (3) basketball programs tied for the most academic
all-WAC selections among the other institutions, and women’s indoor track ranked
second in the league with its 14 honorees.

Boise State had 41 winter academic
all-WAC honorees to rank second behind
Utah State’s 43. Idaho was third with 39
academic all-WAC recipients, followed by
New Mexico State (36), Fresno State (24),
Nevada (22), Hawai’i (20), San Jose State
(16) and Louisiana Tech (7).
Senior Erin Stratton, who competes
in cross country, and both indoor and
outdoor track, has now earned academic
all-WAC honors eight times in her career,
while senior cross country/track athlete
Steve Strickland earned his seventh academic all-WAC honor. Of the 43 USU student-athletes to earn winter academic allWAC honors, 35 are receiving the accolade
for at least the second time.
To be eligible for the winter academic
team, a student-athlete must have completed one academic year, have at least a
3.00 cumulative grade-point average and
have participated in at least 50 percent of
the team’s contests.
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Waited until midnight and
still not getting lucky ?

News Editor
Rachel A. Christensen
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Catherine Meidell

P

icture 11 p.m., the night of class registration. Aggies prepare their schedules for next
semester, plotting out times for each class and
figuring out which classes fulfill which requirements.
They compile a list of course numbers, the CRN,
so they can quickly fill out their registration online.
They have high hope of getting into every class they
want or need for the next semester. Facebook status
updates reads Sally Jones is “waiting up for registration, ugh” while Brandon Cox “hopes to get the
school schedule he needs,” and it becomes apparent that Aggies are all on their computers, and it’s
like a campuswide pajama party.
By 11:30 p.m., students are doing other things at
home, like browsing Photobucket or watching movies on Hulu, but they keep a close eye on the clock.
They’ve got Banner all cued up, but midnight registration veterans know it’s smart to refresh the Web
page every now and then. They also know that once
registration opens, Banner will be so overloaded that
if you’re not signed in before midnight, you might as
well go to bed and try in the morning.
At 11:59, students start refreshing their Banner
page every few seconds, hoping to be one of the
first as registration opens at midnight. Banner slows
down as the system becomes overloaded with activity, takes forever (a slight exaggeration) to load and
tension runs high. The daily count of swear words for
Logan increases by about 30 percent as frustration
rises among students.
Sometimes there’s a happy ending to this story.
Registration is completed and students can go to
bed before 1 a.m.
Yet sometimes, despite all this effort, students
will not get into those classes they so desperately
need, and the Banner game changes. These Aggies
will start checking to see if a student drops a class
so they can quickly add it before someone else
takes the spot. These Aggies will obsessively check
Banner, hoping to be lucky enough to snag one of
the open spots.
Thank goodness there’s a new system that will
make things run a little smoother. Banner will now
have a waiting list feature, which will e-mail students
when a spot in a class they need becomes open on
a first-come-first-serve basis.
Aggies should read up on how to use the wait list
before registration night so they’re prepared. There’s
a tutorial online at www.usu.edu/registrar/waitlisting
that will get students acquainted with the process.
Finally, registration is a little bit easier – still stressful
(students will still find themselves cursing at midnight
as Banner inevitably freezes up) but easier.
So the question we have, why didn’t they think of
this sooner?

If dinner is still
twitching, don’t eat it

E

ating out is becoming a
blood sport.
According to recent
news stories, food adventure
clubs – whose members sample “gross-out” dishes such
as sauteed lamb’s brains and
duck embryos – are springing
up across the country. During
one recent outing at a Korean
restaurant in New York, a
group of gastro-warriors dined
on freshly vivisected lobster
and live octopus. The lobster’s
head watches as you consume
the body, and the octopus
writhes as a chef clips off his
tentacles – which diners eat
quickly while the limbs are still
wriggling.
Apparently, it’s not enough
that we eat all manner of dead
animals – now we have to eat
live ones too. But consuming
live animals doesn’t just push
the boundaries of good taste:
It’s animal abuse.
“Live seafood,” which has
been available in upscale sushi
bars for some time, is increasingly finding its way onto the
menus of more mainstream restaurants. Adventurous eaters
might try live shrimp, “drunken prawns” (live prawns are
plucked from a tank, doused in
alcohol and set ablaze) or live
flounder.
To prepare this last dish,
chefs fillet the live fish down

to the bone – leaving the head
and tail intact – chop and season the raw flesh and return
the meat to the fish’s skeleton.
The flounder is pinned down
with wooden skewers to prevent the fish from jumping off
your plate.
Sea animals are not merely
swimming vegetables, and it’s
not OK to carve up their bodies as casually as one would
a carrot or a rutabaga. Fish
and octopuses are smart, have
unique personalities – and are
sensitive to pain.
Researchers know that
octopuses, for example, are
extremely intelligent and curious animals. They play, just
as dolphins and dogs do, and
are often mischief-makers in
aquariums. Otto, an octopus
in a German aquarium, has
been observed juggling the
hermit crabs who live in his
tank. Another octopus, after
being given a slightly spoiled
shrimp, stuffed the offending
morsel down the drain while
maintaining eye contact with
his keeper.
Scientists recently filmed
octopuses in Indonesia collecting discarded coconut shells,
emptying them out and using
them as shelters –the first time
an invertebrate animal has
been observed using tools.
Lobsters recognize individ-
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President seeks middle ground,
50 miles offshore

T

housands of environmental activists who supported Barack Obama
for president are waking up
to what must seem like a very
big and not very funny April
Fools’ joke.
The man who promised to
crack down on greenhouse
gas emissions and promote
renewable energy announced
Wednesday that he would
open millions of acres off the
Southeastern and Alaskan
coastlines to offshore oil exploration.
The announcement ends
a decades-long moratorium
on drilling off the East Coast.
Included are 167 million
acres from the northern tip
of Delaware to central Florida,
millions more in the eastern
Gulf of Mexico and about 130
million acres north of Alaska
in the Chukchi and Beaufort
seas.
Even couched in Obama’s
soothing
language,
the
announcement had the sting
of betrayal.
“Is this President Obama’s
clean energy campaign or
(GOP vice-presidential candidate Sarah) Palin’s ‘Drill,
baby, drill’ campaign?” wondered Greenpeace Executive
Director Phil Radford.
The confusion is understandable. Soon after taking
office, Obama halted plans

launched during the final days
of former President George W.
Bush’s administration to lease
some of these same coastal
waterways for oil drilling.
But the plan Obama
announced Wednesday is neither an endorsement of the
drill-at-all-costs mentality of the
bad old days or a repudiation of
his vision for a greener future.
Instead, it’s a somber nod to
reality: No matter how much
we may long for a cleaner
future powered by renewable
energy, it has not yet arrived.
Until it does, American
energy policy has to balance
conservation and development
of new and renewable energy
sources with our existing mix
of fossil fuel sources including
oil, natural gas and coal.
Drilling won’t start anytime
soon. Most of the offshore
areas won’t be made available
for lease until 2012.
No one knows how much
oil and natural gas they hold
– for many of the fields, estimates are based on data that
are at least 25 years old.
The process of building
deep-sea drilling rigs probably
will take years. Some drilling
could begin off the Alaska
coast much sooner – as early
as this summer. But that would
be for preliminary testing to
see if the areas are suitable for
future development.

Experts believe it will be
seven or eight years before the
first oil begins flowing. Even
if oil prices continue to climb,
it may prove too expensive to
exploit some of the undersea
oil and natural gas.
Just as with health care
reform, Obama is seeking a
bipartisan middle path through
what has been a partisan
minefield of an issue. By giving ground on offshore drilling, Obama may hope to woo
support for cap-and-trade
legislation now languishing in
Congress.
It’s a bold gamble. As with
health care, Republicans are
united in opposing any effort
to address climate change.
Many on the left, meanwhile,
would prefer a direct carbon
tax to a market-based emissions-trading system that some
people worry would be open
to manipulation and abuse.
Still, Obama’s offshore drilling plan is an important nod
to an uncomfortable truth: It’s
vital to transform the energy
sources that power America.
But that greener future is only
a dream unless we have the
power to get there.
This editorial appeared in the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch on
Thursday, April 1.

Karlie Brand

About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

Sound Off

ual lobsters, remember past
acquaintances and have elaborate courtship rituals. Fish “talk”
to one another underwater
and form complex social relationships. Scientists at Stanford
University say that fish have
the reasoning capacity of small
children.
These animals also feel pain
– as all animals do.
In
December
2005,
the European Food Safety
Authority’s Scientific Panel on
Animal Health and Welfare
concluded that lobsters, crabs
and octopuses are all capable
of experiencing pain and distress and are worthy of legal

protection.
After surveying the scientific
literature on fish pain and intelligence, a team of researchers
at the University of Guelph
in Canada concluded that fish
feel pain and that “the welfare
of fish requires consideration.”
Researchers who conducted a
two-year study on fish pain at
the Roslin Institute in Scotland
reached the same conclusion.
Eating dinner so fresh that
it squirms is nothing more
than macho posturing. Here’s
the great irony of the live seafood trend: It’s actually rather
stale. You never hear about
“adventurous” eaters taking on

beer-battered seitan or coconut-grilled tofu. No, it’s always
some poor animal. But there’s
really nothing new or original
about abusing animals for food
– that happens every day in
slughterhouses and restaurant
kitchens.
I have a challenge for foodies who truly want to push the
envelope: Go vegan. Trade in
your live octopus and pork
brains for tempeh sausages
and dairy-free tiramisu cupcakes – then you’ll really have
people talking.
Paula Moore is a research specialist for The PETA Foundation.

Leave your
comments
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It’s a beautiful day for a daydream

have had the opportunity
to travel to many conferences at many universities, but USU has one of the
most beautiful campuses I
have ever seen. Meticulous
work goes into taking care
of the look of the campus,
especially the grounds. The
gorgeous trees, the beautiful
design and waterfall around
the patio, and as much as
I hate the stairs, Old Main
Hill is great for picnicking and
snow sledding.
Recently, however, I have
been disturbed and annoyed
as I walk to and from class.
The grounds are still the same,
and there isn’t any less beauty
in the architecture, but someone or group has been adding their own interpreted “artwork” to the sidewalk and pillars around the campus. With
the stroke of a chalk stick,
they have made their biblical
presence known. Though I
think it’s great if you have a
conviction when it comes to
your personal salvation, that’s
just what it is, personal. I don’t
want my campus vandalized
by anyone’s personal beliefs,
let alone those that may be
offensive to my friends who

6

don’t consider themselves
Christian.
To be completely clear
with you, I am a Christian. I
was raised Southern Baptist,
and I served an LDS mission. Both of these things
gave me a great respect for
Christianity. From that I have
also gained an even greater
respect for people’s choices in life. Though there is a
mainstream of Christianity at
our university, we are not a
Christian campus. If you want
to go to school where you are
inundated by Christian references everywhere, come find
me and we can sit and discuss the many schools that
offer you that experience.
That is not who we are here
at USU. We are a land-grant
school that allows students
from many different walks of
life the opportunity to receive
an excellent post-secondary
education from an affordable
higher education institution.
I enjoy the fact that I can
come and sit on the patio
on a warm day and have a
fun discussion with my friends
who are agnostic, atheist,
Muslim, Christians, and enjoy
their company peacefully.

Instead of having that experience recently, we sit and
talk about how inconsiderate the chalk markings are.
I wonder how these people
involved would feel if every
morning they walked to class
and saw messages that told
them that there was no God
or that Jesus was a fake. There
are people who have those
beliefs, but they don’t feel it
important to slather our campus with it.
If you have something to
say, the school offers many
ways to get your message out.
Thousands of students walk
through the TSC ground floor
every day. Set yourself a table
down there (with permission
from the scheduling office,
of course) and go to town.
Even better, set up a table
outside by the patio, as we
already know that will get you
a lot of attention. There are
even a few student clubs that
offer religious conversations
and activities. Either way,
stop chalking up our campus
with your beliefs. We are true
Aggies whatever we believe
in and that’s what is important. You don’t have to hide
your beliefs under a bushel;

however, since your beliefs
aren’t any more important
than mine or the next person’s, keep it on your window
sill and off my campus hill.
Earnest Cooper Jr. is a junior
in interdisciplinary studies
from Dallas, Texas. Cooper
is a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha and the Black Student
Union. Cooper volunteers
with GLBTA, is director of the
Council of Student Clubs and
Organizations and is a member of the Student Advisory
Council to President Stan
Albrecht. Comments may be
left at www.
aggietownsquare.com.

waitress
babysitter
cashier
stocking shelves

How about .....

?

Come interview time,
some of your past jobs may
not stand out.
Maybe your
NEXT JOB should.

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
with a three-times weekly newspaper.
Responsbilities inclue managing a client
list, face-to-face sales, prospecting and
on-going customer service.

The Utah Statesman is now
hiring business staff for 20102011. Bring a resume, a desire
for great pay potential, an eye
to your future resume to TSC
105 for an appointment to be
interviewed. Deadline April 16.
Freshmen and sophomores
urged to apply. 797-1757 for
details. Why wait to get started
on your resume?
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Health reform bill leaves out illegal immigrants
FRESNO, Calif. (AP)
– Paula Medrano shifts
uncomfortably on the doctor’s
examination table, holding out
a wrist inflamed and swollen
by arthritis. The 78-year-old
has no health insurance, lives
below the federal poverty level,
and can’t pay for the medication she needs.
Just days before her
appointment, President Barack
Obama signed, with much fanfare, a historic bill to extend
health care access to 32 million
currently uninsured people.
But Medrano and her daughter, Juana Aguirre, barely paid
attention.
“It’s a great thing, but it’s
not for us,” said Aguirre.
Medrano is an undocumented immigrant – one of
the 7 million uninsured people
living in the United States who
were explicitly excluded from
the legislation, according to
estimates by the Congressional
Budget Office.
The question of whether
to extend coverage to illegal
immigrants was so politically
contentious that, under the

Great
Summer
Jobs
in California for
the largest
family-owned
pest control
company in the US.
100% commissions
up-front. Gas & cell
phones paid.

Check out
www.clarksummerjobs.com

or call now
877-899-1205

approved legislation, they will
not even be able to buy health
insurance in the newly created purchasing pools called
exchanges if they pay entirely
out of their own pocket.
Proponents of reducing
immigration believe that
allowing illegal immigrants
access to health care is an
incentive for them to come,
and an unfair tax burden on
Americans.
Although the approved
legislation explicitly excludes
undocumented immigrants
from participating in the
exchanges, there is no foolproof way of verifying their
documentation to keep them
out, said Yeh Ling-Ling, executive director of Alliance for a
Sustainable USA.
They will also continue to
have access to emergency medical assistance.
“It is not fair on struggling
Americans,” said Yeh.
What is clear is that as the
ranks of the uninsured diminish, immigrants like Medrano
will continue to patch together
health care as they can – at
health centers such as Fresno’s
Clinica Sierra Vista, at hospital
emergency rooms, or through
programs like Healthy San
Francisco, which offers universal health care to all who live in
the city.
“We have to be very creative
– not asking for labs unless
it’s really essential, working
with generics, working with
drug companies, giving them
samples,” said Juan Carlos

Ruvalcaba, the doctor seeing
Medrano at Clinica, which
charges on a sliding scale of
$40 to $70, depending on the
patient’s ability to pay.
Once an undocumented
immigrant himself, Ruvalcaba
was able to become a citizen
and attend medical school
because of an amnesty program in 1986. He remains
committed to serving all
patients, no matter their insurance or immigration status,
but there is only so much he
can do, he said.
He was able to give
Medrano the drugs she
needed, but he asked, “What
happens when they need a specialist? What if they end up in
the emergency room, and end
up with a big bill?”
Some who work with this
population are afraid that with
the focus shifting onto providing care for the newly insured,
those shut out of the system
will be forgotten, left to fend
for themselves with even fewer
resources.
“It may make things worse
– if you say 32 million are covered, there may be less done
for these large groups who are
here, who are working, who are
such a large part of our agriculture industry,” said Norma
Forbes, executive director of
Fresno Healthy Communities
Access Partners, a nonprofit
network of eleven health care
organizations in California’s
rural Central Valley.
Illegal immigrant won’t be
the only uninsured left: about

DR. CARLOS RUVALCABA, left, examines Paula Medrano, one of the many patients he treats, at
the Clinica Sierra Vista Elm unit in Fresno, Calif., in this photo taken Thursday, March 25. Medrano is an
undocumented immigrant – one of seven million uninsured people living in the U.S. who were explicitly
excluded from the legislation, according to estimates by the Congressional Budget Office. AP photo

16 million Americans are estimated to remain outside the
health care system even after
access is expanded over the
next few years, according to the
Congressional Budget Office.
This includes those who
opt out, who don’t know how
to enroll, or who are exempted
from the health insurance
requirement because they can’t
afford the premiums, even
with a subsidy.
For these patients, there will
indeed be fewer options as doctors, hospitals and other providers increase their caseload
to take in new patients bearing

insurance, said Dan Hawkins,
who is charged with policy
and research at the National
Association of Community
Health Centers.
“There will be greater
concentration of care for the
uninsured in fewer places,”
Hawkins said.
Community health centers,
the lynchpin of the safety
net system now caring for
the medically underserved,
whether they are immigrants
or citizens, will remain one of
the places where people like
Medrano will be able to see a
doctor at an affordable cost.

Federally qualified clinics
got a substantial funding boost
through the health reform
package.
They will get $11 billion in
new funding over the next five
years, which will allow them to
double the number of patients
they see, from 20 million a
year now to 40 million people
a year by 2015.
Most of these new patients
will come bearing new insurance cards, or be part of the
larger pool qualifying for
Medicaid. But among them
will be illegal immigrants, said
Hawkins.

Top republican lawmakers criticize RNC
WASHINGTON (AP) – Two top congressional
Republicans said Sunday the Republican National
Committee must be held accountable for the way it
uses the money it raises in light of nearly $2,000 spent
for a night at a sex-themed Hollywood nightclub.
“This kind of thing has got to stop or they won’t
get any contributions,” said Sen. Jon Kyl of Arizona,
the No. 2 Republican in the Senate.
Kyl and Rep. Kevin McCarthy of California, who
is leading the GOP effort to recruit candidates and
elect House members, distanced themselves from
RNC Chairman Michael Steele when discussing the
committee’s controversial spending.
Steele has come under fire for committee spending

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)
• HOW TO TRAIN A DRAGON* (PG)
12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10

• HOT TUB TIME MACHINE* (R)
12:55, 3:00, 5:05, 7:10, 9:15

• ALICE IN WONDERLAND* (PG)

12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30
STADIUM 8
• BOUNTY HUNTER* (PG-13)
535 W 100 N, Providence
12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
• HOW TO TRAIN A DRAGON* (PG) • CLASH OF THE TITANS* (PG-13)
12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10, 9:20
12:35, 2:50, 5:05, 7:20, 9:35
• ALICE IN WONDERLAND* (PG)
• LAST SONG* (PG)
12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10, 9:20
• DIARY of a WIMPY KID* (PG)
TUESDAY NIGHTS ARE STUDENT DISCOUNT NIGHTS
1:05, 3:05, 5:05, 7:05, 9:05
AT UNIVERSITY 6 ALL TICKETS ARE MATINEE
• LAST SONG* (PG)
PRICE WITH STUDENT ID
12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10
• REPO MEN* (R)
MOVIES 5
1:20, 4:00, 6:45, 9:25
2450 N Main Street
• BOUNTY HUNTER* (PG-13)
• PERCY JACKSON (PG)
12:40, 2:55, 5:10, 7:25, 9:40
• CLASH OF THE TITANS* (PG-13) 4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:20
• HOW TO TRAIN A DRAGON (PG)
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30
• HOT TUB TIME MACHINE* (R) 4:20, 6:40 Fri/Sat 8:50
• GREEN ZONE (R)
12:50, 2:55, 5:00, 7:05, 9:10
4:05, 7:00 Fri/Sat 9:15
• REMEMBER ME (PG-13)
MIDNIGHT SHOWS
4:15, 6:55, Fri/Sat 9:25
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
• DIARY OF A WIMPY KID (PG)
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
4:10, 6:50 Fri/Sat 9:30
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS

Answers
To Today’s
Crossword
Puzzle!

on flights, limousines and high-end hotels, but he was
not present at the Voyeur Hollywood West on Jan. 31
when a group of young Republicans ran a tab picked
up by the RNC. After reporters noted the bill in a
funding report, the RNC fired a staffer it blamed for
the outing and said it would be reimbursed by a donor
who had attended.
Asked on “Fox News Sunday” if Steele should
step down, Kyl demurred but said, “The people that
contribute to the committees, both Democrat and
Republican, want to know that their money is well
spent for the cause, and it needs to be that way.”
McCarthy, appearing on the same show, sidestepped the question of whether Steele has his full

confidence.
“The RNC does have some challenges that they
need to correct. Not only does the American people
request it but the Republicans requested it as well,”
McCarthy said. “If we are going to show ... the
American public that we believe in accountability and
bringing it back to Washington, we have to make sure
that the RNC has the accountability just the same.”
He added: “I think Michael Steele has worked very
hard. I think when you find the challenges going forward that you heard in the last week ... he’s trying to
correct it. But you’ve got to bring the trust back, and
that may mean shaking some other roles inside the
RNC as well.”

Quake: Baja California rocked by 7.2 quake
-continued from page 2
in San Felipe, on the Gulf of California, but there was no
damage, said receptionist Araceli Marquez.
Seismologists said there have been many earthquakes
in the region including many in the magnitude-3.0 range
before Sunday’s big shock.
“The last time we had an earthquake this large in
either Baja or California was in 1992 with the Landers
Earthquake, which was 7.3,” Jones said.
The USGS reported three strong aftershocks within
the hour, including a magnitude-5.1 jolt in the Imperial
County desert east of San Diego. Magnitude-4.5 and
magnitude-4.3 aftershocks were also reported. Another
occurred off Malibu.
The 7.2-magnitude quake was felt as far north as
Santa Barbara, USGS seismologist Susan Potter said. It
was one of the strongest to hit California in recent history. Only one has been stronger — a 7.3 quake that hit
Landers, Calif., and left three dead in 1992 — and there
were at least two other 7.2-magnitude quakes in the last
20 years.
Seismologists also said a number of small quakes

were triggered in a geothermal area in Northern
California.
More than 5,000 Southern California Edison customers were affected, mostly with about 30 seconds of flickering lights. Several hundred had longer outages.
In Arizona, 3,369 customers in the Yuma area had a
“relatively momentary outage” from the quake, Arizona
Public Service Company spokesman Don Wool said.
Only about 70 people were still without service in the
rural Gadsden and Summerton areas. But Wool said he
expected electricity to be restored there in about two
hours.
Clint Norred, a spokesman for the Yuma, Ariz., Police
Department, said the quake was very strong there but
he’d heard no reports of injuries or major damage.
In the Phoenix area, Jacqueline Land said her kingsized bed in her second-floor apartment felt like a boat
gently swaying on the ocean.
“I thought to myself, ‘That can’t be an earthquake. I’m
in Arizona,’” the Northern California native said.
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Apartments
Rommate needed
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Armor Storage

156

At Armor Storage, 1095 North 600 West, in Logan
we have a secure, lockdown facility with a wide range of storage options.
Please visit us at ArmorStorageofLogan.com or call 787-2007

Private
Male
Contract
w/Garage
parking,Located 1/2 mile from campus.
Private room w/walk-in-closet. Rent is
$350/month. This includes utilities, satellite TV w/DVR & big screen TV, highspeed wireless internet. Fully furnished
including kitchen. Bedroom has twin
bed, desk, and shelves. There is also a
washer and dryer in the basement and
A/C. Garage space is available for a
car or small truck or SUV. Scenic views
with lots of wildlife. blair.j@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Darwin Housing Contract Fall ‘10 -Spring
‘11 Looking to sell my contract! Female
shared room apartment. Really close to
campus, right on Darwin (right behind
institute building). $1,200 a semester
plus utilities and shared internet expenses. Very spacious, split-level, 3
additional roommates. Large bedrooms
and bathrooms. Parking pass available.
Great deal and location!
Shared and private bedrooms available.
Pine View Apartments is now renting
shared and private bedrooms for the
2010-11 school year. Call 435-752-9325
or 435-753-6274 or visit our Web site at

www.pineviewllc.com for more information.

COBBLE CREEK APARTMENTS is now
accepting rental applications for the
2010-2011 school year. Please visit our
web site at www.cobblecreekapartments.com. You may also call 435-7536376 for more information.

Brooklane Apartments For Rent. Only $475
for summer contract. Private bedrooms,
Internet, self-cleaning ovens, dishwashers, etc. NS,ND,NP. Discount summer/
school year contract. See at 645 E. 900
N. in Logan or call 753-7227.
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Reallity check

Brevity

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

Out on a Limb • Kopervas

It’s All About You • Murphy

&REE #LASSIFIED ADS FOR 535
3TUDENTS #HECK OUT WHATS THERE
AT WWWAGGIETOWNSQUARE 0LACE
YOUR OWN AD   )TS EASY "E A
PART OF THE !GGIE4OWN3QUARE
COMMUNITY

PHP Programmer Needed. I need to create
a mySQL database that involves .php.
This will be an ongoing project, with a
lot of front end work involved. Contact
me @ woodwardb@engagetechsystems.com. Pay is involved.
Miscellaneous4 sale
Misc.
Baby Carrier Canopies. Only $10 or $20,
many choices. Cute fleece, flannel. See
at 76 East 400 North.
Pets
Pets
English
Bulldogs
Puppies.
2MALE,1FEMALE(SAME LITTER),PUR
EBRED,CHAMPION BLOODLINE,VET
CHECKED,A.K.C REGD.ALL SHOTS
UPDATED,8WKS OLD.HOUSE & POTTY TRAINED.$900 EA. bigboybulldogs@YMAIL.COM
Storage
Storage
Moving? Need Storage?

Storage units starting at $25 per month.
Visit www.CacheValleyStorage.com or
call 435-755-5052 for info.

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

Tutoring & Instruction
Tutoring
Ukulele Tutor Available
Aloha! Own a ukulele and don’t know how
to play it? Or would like to own one but
for know would just like to learn how to
play? My name is Marc Fuentes and I
love to play the ukulele. I have played
this instrument for five years, and I
have other musical instrument experience with the piano, sax, and clarinet
going back to the mid-90s. I love to
teach and help people (my major is
Financial Counseling). I charge $20
per half hour (charge negotiable if you
can prove your economic burden). Call
me to set up an appointment. Don’t
worry about bringing your own ukulele
because I have two. I’ll provide you with
learning materials and tips. All you have
to do is show up with a positive and motivated attitude! Hope to year from you
all soon! (435-813-2486; 435-890-9822
-- just leave a message if I don’t pickup)
Mahalo nui loa!

OPEN SAT AT 11:30 FOR MATINEES

She’s Out of My
League R
Daily 9:50
No 9:50 on Sunday

Sherlock Holmes
PG-13
Daily 6:45, 9:20
No 9:20 on Sunday

Daily 9:45
No 9:45 on Sunday

Alvin & the
Chipmunks
The Squeakquel
PG Daily 12:00, 2:10

Tooth Fairy PG

Blindside PG-13

When in Rome
PG-13

4:45

Daily 11:45, 2:00, 5:00 Daily 12:45, 4:15,
7:00

Valentine’s Day
PG-13
Daily 9:30
NO 9:30 on Sunday

Dear John PG-13
Daily 12:15, 2:30
5:05, 7:15

Ansswers found elsewhere in this issue.

Help
Wanted
Help Wanted
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StatesmanBack Burner
Late drop deadline You need to know....

Today is Monday, April
5, 2010. Today’s issue of
The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Sonny Bryant, senior in
biology, from Page, Ariz.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1994, rock icon Kurt
Cobain commits suicide. His body was discovered inside his home
in Seattle, Washington,
three days later by
Gary Smith, an electrician, who was installing
a security system in
the suburban house.
Despite indications
that Cobain, the lead
singer of Nirvana, killed
himself, several skeptics
questioned the circumstances of his death and
pinned responsibility on
his wife, Courtney Love.

Weather
Tuesday’s Weather
High: 41° Low: 26°
Chance of showers 50%

-Utah in the Union exhibit, all day.
-Interior design senior exhibit, Twain
Tippetts Hall, all day.
-Women’s tennis vs. Northern
Arizona, noon.
-Men’s golf at Wyoming Cowboy
Classic, all day.

Thursday

Relay for Life

College Against Cancer Relay for
Life will be held on April 23-24
in the Nelson Fieldhouse. Join a
team online at relayforlife.orf/
utahstateuniversityut.

Alcohol screening

April 6
-Interior design senior exhibit, Twain
Tippetts Hall, all day.
-Men’s golf at Wyoming Cowboy
Classic, all day.
-Softball vs. Hawaii, 3 p.m.
-The Joy of Depression, TSC, 4 p.m.
-Utah Symphony Orchestra,
Performance Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday

April 7

-Interior design senior exhibit, Twain
Tippetts Hall, all day.
-Walk A Mile in Her Shoes, TSC Patio,
10 a.m.
-Softball vs. Hawaii, 1 p.m.
-Men’s tennis at Weber State, 1 p.m.
-USU Guitar Club, True Aggie Cafe, 6
p.m.
-Peter Breinholt concert, Kent Concert
Hall, 7 p.m.
-Big band jazz concert, Performance
Hall, 7:30 p.m.

On April 8, the USU Health
Services and Counseling Center
will be promoting the National
Alcohol Screening Event in the
TSC Ballroom from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m.

35th Last Lecture

The 35th annual Last Lecture
will be April 13 at 2:30 p.m. in
the TSC West Ballroom. The
Lecture will be given by Dr.
Charles Swenson, professor
of of electrical and computer
engineering and director of the
center for space engineering.

Legislator to speak

Utah Legislator Jack Draxler
will be speaking in Main 225 on
April 6 at 7 p.m. He will speak
about issues of concern to students and taking questions.

Entrepreneur Day

April 9 is Entrepreneur Day.
Come learn how to change the
world from successful entrepreneurs. E-Day will be held in the
Eccles Conference Center from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Give ‘em hair

Thinking about cutting your
hair soon? Wait. The Val R.
Christensen Service Center is
hosting the second annual Aggie
Lock hair donating even April 8
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Rail Jam competition on April
6 on the Quad from 1-4 p.m. All
are invited to come participate in,
or just watch. Prizes for winners.
To register visit campusrailjamtour.com. There is $25 entrance
fee.
Climb for a Cure on April 10 at
the Rock Haus. Donations will be
given to the Cache Valley Cancer
Treatment and Research Clinic.
Hosted by Arnold Air Society.
There will be a $5 entrance fee.
Climbing shoes can be rented.
Religion in Life will be held
April 9 at 11:30 a.m. in the
Institute Cultural Hall. The speaker will be Elder Kent Richards who
is a member of the quorum of the
seventy.
IMA Stop Light Dance will be
held on April 9 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Institute. Signal your availability
by wearing green if you are single,
yellow if it is complicated, and red
if you are in a relationship and
dance the night away.
Lunch for a Buck on April 12
in between the TSC and Institute.
two slices of pizze for $1. Come
hungry, leave happy.
Peter Breinholt and Falk will be
performing on April 7 in the Kent
Concert Hall. Tickets are $10, $8
for students. Proceeds will benefit
the SEED program.
Healthy Back Workshop will
be held April 9 from 2-5 p.m.
Must pre-register. Visit www.usu.
edu/wellness or e-mail Dennise
at muddiyogi@gmail.com for
details.
A Weight Watcher’s open house
will be held on April 6 from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the TSC Center
Colony Room. A representative
will be here to answer all your
questions and explain the at-work
program.
The Weight Watchers at
Work program takes place every
Thursday in TSC 335 at 11:45 a.m.
For more info contact shannon.
johnson@usu.edu.

Closed Sunday
Check us out on
tplace
facebook.com/leesmarketplace

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com
We are located in the
University Shopping Center

Three Convenient Locations:
Logan
• 555 East 1400 North
Smithfield
• 850 South Main
North Ogden
• 2645 N. Washington
Boulevard

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM - Midnight,

Moderately Confused • Stahler

MARKETPLACE

1400 North

1200 North

Visit our red box® for
your favorite new
releases. Just $1 per day!

See our website at
leesmarketplace.com

N
A

1000 North

Prices Effective April 5th - April 10th, 2010
Single Roll

Western Family 4 pk. Roll
White Petal Soft

88

Bath Tissue

Large Choice

Navel Oranges

2

lbs.

$

88
Golden Grain
4.2-7.2 oz. Asst.

Rice or Pasta
Roni

88

¢

88

¢

Cake Mixes

¢

1

78
lb.

50 oz. Liquid
2X Asst.

$

1

88

$

lb.

2

Yoplait Yogurt

for

88

¢

5

10-12 oz. Select Varieties

Tide Detergent

$

88

88 88 ¢
¢

Western Family
8 oz. Asst.

Western Family
Ketchup

$

1

88
lb.

Chicken
Breasts

1

78
lb.

Western Family
10.5-11 oz. In Light
Syrup or Naturally Sweet

88

Mandarin Oranges

2

for

Chili Con Carne

Western Family
18.25-18.5 oz. Asst.
(Excludes Angel Food)

24 oz. or 20 oz.
Upside-down
Squeeze Bottle

88

Western Family 15 oz.
With Beans Asst.

¢

Asparagus

4 oz. Whips, 6 oz. Original,
Light or Custard Style Asst.

Country
Style Ribs

¢

¢

Fresh

88

Boneless Pork

Banquet Dinners

88

¢

Red or Green

Seedless Grapes

Fresh Boneless
Skinless

04/10/10

5-10.25 oz. Value Menu
Select Varieties

Bounty Basic
Paper Towels

Whipped
Topping

4-4.1 oz. Pouch Asst.

Idahoan
Potatoes

Western Family
Pasta

88

¢

28-32 oz. Bag Asst.

Western Family
Cereal

$

2

88

Western Family
4 pk. 3.5 oz. Asst.

88

Puddin’ Cups

¢

4.5-9 oz. Entrees
Select Varieties

Budget Gourmet
or Michelina’s

88

¢

16 oz. Asst.

Rockstar
Energy Drinks

2 Liter Asst.

Coke
Products

88 99
¢

¢

10 $
for

10

With In-Ad Coupon

Gallon

ShurSaving
Milk

$

1

99

¢

Romney Stadium

April 5

The Registrar’s Office would like
to remind everyone that April 5
is the last day to submit petition
for late drops. April 6- May 7 no
dropping of classes permitted.
Fall 2010 Priority Registration is
April 19-23.

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

800 East

Monday

600 East

Today’s Issue

